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A B S T R A C T
Background
Shoulder pain is a very common symptom. Disorders of the rotator cuff tendons due to wear or tear are among the most common
causes of shoulder pain and disability. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA) and ultrasound
(US) are increasingly being used to assess the presence and size of rotator cuff tears to assist in planning surgical treatment. It is not
known whether one imaging method is superior to any of the others.
Objectives
To compare the diagnostic test accuracy of MRI, MRA and US for detecting any rotator cuff tears (i.e. partial or full thickness) in
people with suspected rotator cuff tears for whom surgery is being considered.
Search methods
We searched the Cochrane Register of Diagnostic Test Accuracy Studies, MEDLINE, EMBASE, and LILACS from inception to
February 2011. We also searched trial registers, conference proceedings and reference lists of articles to identify additional studies. No
language or publication restrictions were applied.
Selection criteria
We included all prospective diagnostic accuracy studies that assessed MRI, MRA or US against arthroscopy or open surgery as the
reference standard, in people suspected of having a partial or full thickness rotator cuff tear. We excluded studies that selected a healthy
control group, or participants who had been previously diagnosed with other specific causes of shoulder pain such as osteoarthritis or
rheumatoid arthritis. Studies with an excessively long period (a year or longer) between the index and reference tests were also excluded.
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Data collection and analysis
Two review authors independently extracted data on study characteristics and results of included studies, and performed quality
assessment according to QUADAS criteria. Our unit of analysis was the shoulder. For each test, estimates of sensitivity and specificity
from each study were plotted in ROC space and forest plots were constructed for visual examination of variation in test accuracy.
Meta-analyses were performed using the bivariate model to produce summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity. We were unable
to formally investigate potential sources of heterogeneity because of the small number of studies.
Main results
We included 20 studies of people with suspected rotator cuff tears (1147 shoulders), of which six evaluatedMRI andUS (252 shoulders),
or MRA and US (127 shoulders) in the same people. Many studies had design flaws, with the potential for bias, thus limiting the
reliability of their findings. Overall, the methodological quality of the studies was judged to be low or unclear. For each test, we observed
considerable heterogeneity in study results, especially between studies that evaluated US for the detection of full thickness tears and
studies that evaluatedMRA for the detection of partial thickness tears. The criteria for a positive diagnostic test (index tests and reference
standard) varied between studies.
Meta-analyses were not possible for studies that assessed MRA for detection of any rotator cuff tears or partial thickness tears. We
found no statistically significant differences in sensitivity or specificity between MRI and US for detecting any rotator cuff tears (P
= 0.13), or for detecting partial thickness tears (P = 1.0). Similarly, for the comparison between MRI, MRA and US for detecting
full thickness tears, there was no statistically significant difference in diagnostic performance (P = 0.7). For any rotator cuff tears, the
summary sensitivity and specificity were 98% (95% CI 92% to 99%) and 79% (95% CI 68% to 87%) respectively for MRI (6 studies,
347 shoulders), and 91% (95% CI 83% to 95%) and 85% (95% CI 74% to 92%) respectively for US (13 studies, 854 shoulders).
For full thickness tears, the summary sensitivity and specificity were 94% (95% CI 85% to 98%) and 93% (95% CI 83% to 97%)
respectively for MRI (7 studies, 368 shoulders); 94% (95% CI 80% to 98%) and 92% (95% CI 83% to 97%) respectively for MRA
(3 studies, 183 shoulders); and 92% (95% CI 82% to 96%) and 93% (95% CI 81% to 97%) respectively for US (10 studies, 729
shoulders).
Because few studies were direct head-to-head comparisons, we could not perform meta-analyses restricted to these studies. The test
comparisons for each of the three classifications of the target condition were therefore based on indirect comparisons which may be
prone to bias due to confounding.
Authors’ conclusions
MRI, MRA and US have good diagnostic accuracy and any of these tests could equally be used for detection of full thickness tears
in people with shoulder pain for whom surgery is being considered. The diagnostic performance of MRI and US may be similar for
detection of any rotator cuff tears. However, both MRI and US may have poor sensitivity for detecting partial thickness tears, and the
sensitivity of US may be much lower than that of MRI. The strength of evidence for all test comparisons is limited because most studies
were small, heterogeneous and methodologically flawed, and there were few comparative studies. Well designed studies that directly
compare MRI, MRA and US for detection of rotator cuff tears are needed.
B A C K G R O U N D
Target condition being diagnosed
The rotator cuff is composed of the subscapularis, supraspinatus,
infraspinatus and teres minor tendons; the long head of the biceps
tendon also contributes to the cuff. The role of the rotator cuff is
to stabilise the humeral head into the glenoid cavity, preventing
the upward migration of the humeral head. The four muscles are
recruited during different arm movements. The subscapularis is
recruited in internal rotation, the supraspinatus in elevation, and
the infraspinatus and teresminor in external rotation (Clark 1992;
Favard 2007; Matsen 2008).
Rotator cuff tendinopathy can lead to progressive failure of the ro-
tator cuff, typically progressing from partial to a full thickness tear
of the supraspinatus tendon then extending into the infraspinatus
tendon or the subscapularis tendon, or both. A review by Lewis
2009 concluded that the pathoaetiology of rotator cuff tears is
multifactorial and that tears are correlated with a combination of
extrinsic and intrinsic factors, but that more research is necessary
to fully understand the aetiology of rotator cuff tears. The extrin-
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sic factors (i.e. those external to the rotator cuff ) can be divided
into anatomical factors, such as the shape of the acromion (i.e.
curved or hooked) and coracoacromial ligament, os acromiale and
acromial spurs (Baring 2007; Bigliani 1991; Lewis 2009; Neer
1972; Neer 1983; Nho 2008), and environmental factors includ-
ing aging, shoulder overuse, smoking, obesity and some metabolic
disorders such as diabetes (Chen 2003; Galatz 2006; Harryman
2003; Lewis 2009; Nho 2008; Wendelboe 2004). The intrinsic
factors include, among others, repetitive microtrauma, areas of hy-
poperfusion in the tendons, inflammation and cellular changes in
the tendons such as disorganisation of the architecture of collagen
(Biberthaler 2003; Levy 2008; Lewis 2009; Nirschl 1989; Rees
2008).
Shoulder pain is very common, with an incidence of 9.5 per 1000
patients in primary care in Cambridge, UK, where amongst them
85% presented with rotator cuff tendinopathy (Ostör 2005). Dis-
orders of the rotator cuff tendons due to either wear or tear are
among themost common causes of shoulder pain and disability. In
Japan, the prevalence of rotator cuff tears is 20.7% in the general
population and 36% in patients with shoulder pain (Yamamoto
2010). More than 4.5 million physician visits occurred and ap-
proximately 40,000 inpatient surgeries were performed for rotator
cuff problems in the United States in 2002 (Oh 2007).
The diagnosis of rotator cuff tears is mainly based on the patient’s
history and physical examination. The value of physical exami-
nation of the shoulder has been addressed in another Cochrane
review (Hanchard 2013). The clinical manifestations vary widely
(Duckworth 1999; Matsen 2008). Acute, traumatic full thickness
cuff tears may present with sudden onset of weakness during ele-
vation of the arm after a trauma in which the arm has been forced
to the side (like a fall with the arm out to the side or on catch-
ing a heavy falling object with the arm extended) (Matsen 2008).
Chronic degenerative cuff defects may present with progressive
pain and weakness, with concomitant loss of active motion. Pain
in the lateral area of the shoulder is commonly present at night.
Passivemotion initially remains full until the pain limits activemo-
tion (Baring 2007; Matsen 2008). However, there are many peo-
ple with degenerative rotator tears who are asymptomatic (Reilly
2006; Zanetti 2000).
Decisions about whether to order a diagnostic test include consid-
eration of whether the results are likely to affect treatment. Plain
radiographs of the shoulder may be useful to differentiate rotator
tears from osteoarthritis of the glenohumeral or acromioclavicu-
lar joints and calcific tendonitis. Ultrasonography (US), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance arthrography
(MRA) are increasingly being used to detect rotator cuff tears, al-
though who orders these tests may vary by setting. In some set-
tings, these tests are mainly ordered by specialists but in other set-
tings they are being ordered by primary care physicians or clin-
icians (Al-Shawi 2008; Miller 2008). In the context of specialist
care, US or MRI, or both, are usually performed to determine the
characteristics of the rotator cuff tears in order to plan surgery.
In some settings, however, there has been a significant rise in the
number of diagnostic US being performed in primary care. For
example, in Australia there has been amore than fourfold increase,
from 104,252 in the year 2000 to 2001 to 440,172 in 2008 to
2009 (Medicare Australia 2010). However, the utility of the test
to affect treatment in primary care is unknown.
Tears of the rotator cuff can be classified in several ways: duration
(acute or chronic), aetiology (traumatic or degenerative) or size
(partial or full thickness). Radiologists oftendescribe the size of tear
in millimetres or centimetres or descriptively as small, medium,
large or massive. All three factors (duration, aetiology and size)
influence treatment decisions (Kuhn 2007).
Acute full thickness rotator cuff tears are uncommon and account
for less than 10% of all rotator cuff tears. People with acute full
thickness tears usually present with a history of acute trauma, such
as a fall or dislocation, and immediate pain and weakness. Prompt
surgical treatment, ideally within six weeks, is the recommended
treatment (Rees 2008). For all other full thickness rotator cuff
tears, surgical treatment is usually reserved for those who fail to
improve after a period of conservative treatment, although the
most effective surgical intervention and its timing remain uncer-
tain (Coghlan 2009; Dunn 2005; Oh 2007; Rees 2008). For ex-
ample, a delay in surgical repair of a large tearmay allow the injured
tendon to retract and the muscle to atrophy (Matsen 2008; Oh
2007). On the other hand, asymptomatic tears are common; these
are chronic tears that normally do not compromise the function of
the shoulder. A recent review reported the prevalence of full thick-
ness tears in 2553 unselected cadavers as 30% (Rees 2008). Fur-
thermore, the pathogenesis and progression to symptomatic tears
remains unclear (Rees 2008). In addition, in contrast to acute full
thickness tears, symptoms due to acute or chronic partial thick-
ness cuff tears frequently improve with conservative interventions
(Matava 2005; Matsen 2008).
While spontaneous healing of a partial thickness tear is unlikely in
most cases, the explanation for the ‘cure’ with conservative treat-
ment is due to the likely resolution of the accompanying inflam-
mation over time and may also be related to the residual cuff mus-
cles compensating for the mechanical deficiency of the torn cuff
(Fukuda 1996; Fukuda 2003; Matava 2005; Matsen 2008). As
with full thickness tears, no simple treatment algorithm for partial
thickness rotator cuff tears exists. Surgical treatment, however, is
normally indicated for people with persisting symptoms despite
conservative treatment and in whom imaging suggests the pres-
ence of a partial thickness tear or tears. The ideal timing of surgical
intervention also remains unclear (Fukuda 2003; Matava 2005).
However, case series and anecdotal evidence suggest that satisfac-
tory results are usually achieved with surgery provided there is a
good blood supply to the tendon, contact between the torn ends,
absence of retraction and adequate trophic quality of the muscle
(Fukuda 2003).
Another recognised category of tears is massive complete tears, in
which a large area of the humeral head is uncovered (Wolfgang
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1974). Post 1983 defined amassive tear as greater than 5 cm.These
tears, which are difficult to repair, are more commonly found in
women over 65 years of age and are associated with advanced atro-
phy, degeneration and progressive fatty infiltration of the rotator
cuff muscles (Dines 2007; Gerber 2000). Treatment options for
these massive, retracted tears are limited as they are often deemed
irreparable. In younger people, tendon transfers may be consid-
ered (Neri 2009).
The indications for surgical treatment of rotator cuff tears have
not been fully defined. A systematic review of surgical treatment
for rotator cuff disease (including tears), which included 14 trials,
was unable to draw firm conclusions about the effectiveness of
surgery (Coghlan 2009). Nonetheless, the review suggested that
there were no significant differences in outcomes between open or
arthroscopic surgery and non-surgical treatment (Coghlan 2009).
Many studies have demonstrated that the size of the tear is cor-
related to the final outcome; partial or small full thickness tears
usually have a satisfactory surgical result (Bianchi 2005; Bryant
2002; Fotiadou 2008).
Index test(s)
Currently, US, MRI or MRA are usually performed in patients
contemplating surgery for rotator cuff tears to determine the char-
acteristics of the tears. With the improvement of technology, the
accuracy of these imaging tests is considered to have improved
significantly over time, enabling useful assessment of the size and
extent of the rotator cuff tear when planning surgery (Rees 2008).
US is a diagnostic imaging technique used to visualise deep struc-
tures of the body by recording the echoes of pulsed ultrasonic
waves directed into the tissues and reflected by tissue planes to the
transducer. These echoes are converted into ’pictures’ of the tissues
under examination. Seltzer 1979 was the first to describe ultra-
sonographic evaluation of rotator cuff diseases. US of the shoulder
is utilised in secondary, tertiary and, increasingly, primary health-
care settings to evaluate the integrity of the rotator cuff. It con-
sists of a non-invasive examination that has practically no adverse
effects and allows dynamic visualisation of the tendons during
movement of the shoulder (Al-Shawi 2008). However, operator
dependence and a long learning curve are frequently considered
to be its limitation (O’Connor 2005; Rutten 2006), principally
in view of partial thickness tears for which Le Corroller 2008 de-
scribed a high interobserver variability.
MRI uses a powerful magnetic field to align the hydrogen atoms
of water and other molecules in the body. Pulses of radiofrequency
are applied which excite the magnetised atoms. These movements
of hydrogen atoms, which vary in different tissues, are captured
and the signal can be manipulated to build up an image of the
body (Witte 2003). The first article about the use of MRI in the
shoulder was published in 1986 (Kneeland 1986). Since then, this
technique has been widely used in secondary and tertiary health-
care practice. MRI is a non-invasive method of imaging that is
unique in allowing high resolution images in multiple planes. It
is a static examination that may be enhanced by an intra-articu-
lar injection of radiopaque dye (this is called magnetic resonance
arthrography). The radiopaque dye acts as contrast material that
helps to delineate intra-articular structures and outline abnormal-
ities. MRA of the shoulder is also useful for assessing the rota-
tor cuff integrity. In comparison with conventional MRI, MRA
may improve diagnostic performance in detecting shoulder dis-
eases; however, any potential benefit fromMRA must be weighed
against the invasiveness and additional discomfort caused by the
procedure.
MRI and MRA have some absolute contraindications, such as
the presence of intracerebral aneurysm clips, cardiac pacemakers,
automatic defibrillators, biostimulators, implanted infusion de-
vices, cochlear implants and metallic orbital foreign bodies (Witte
2003). They are also expensive and time consuming procedures.
The strength of the magnet, the sequences used in the examina-
tions and the person (e.g. consultant radiologist, musculoskeletal
radiologist or trainee) interpreting and reporting the test may all
affect the results.
Summary of diagnostic pathway
The evaluation of patients with suspected rotator cuff tear(s)
should initiate with a full history of the patient’s complaints and
a thorough clinical examination of the shoulder. Decisions for us-
ing an imaging diagnostic test may be supported by whether the
results are likely to affect treatment. For example, MRI, MRA or
US might confirm a possible full thickness tear. The three index
tests considered can also be used as triage tests in people suspected
of having partial thickness tears. People whose tests were positive
can be treated as having partial tears, while people with rotator
cuff symptoms whose tests were negative can undergo further di-
agnostic procedures, such as diagnostic arthroscopy.
Reference tests
The reference tests for diagnosis of rotator cuff tears are inva-
sive. The most common reference test is diagnostic arthroscopy.
Arthroscopy is a minimally invasive surgical procedure that in-
volves insertion of an arthroscope, a type of fibre-optic endoscope,
into the joint through a small incision. This allows the surgeon
to inspect and probe the articular (joint) and bursal side of the
rotator cuff tendons, to assess accurately the rotator cuff insertion
(footprint) and to perform a general examination of the shoulder
joint in order to identify and treat other potential lesions (Dinnes
2003; Matava 2005). However, limitations associated with diag-
nostic shoulder arthroscopy include the need for anaesthesia, hos-
pital admission and some interobserver variation in the classifica-
tion of tears (Kuhn 2007).
Open surgery (including mini-open) has also been used as a refer-
ence test although it ismore limited than arthroscopy because joint
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surface or inferior surface tears are difficult to access and identify
using an open approach. Thus open surgery is less accurate than
arthroscopy for detecting partial rotator cuff tears.
Rationale
US, MRI and MRA are increasingly being used to assess the pres-
ence and size of rotator cuff tears to assist in planning surgical treat-
ment. Improved techniques have resulted in increased reliance on
these tests, in place of a separate diagnostic arthroscopy, although
arthroscopic examination of the shoulder joint is still commonly
performed as part of surgical treatment. US, MRI and MRA are
operator and reader dependent. It is not known whether any one
test is superior to either of the two others or whether performing
US and MRI or US and MRA enhances their value (Swen 1999).
It is also not known whether these diagnostic tests provide use-
ful additional information compared with diagnostic arthroscopy,
which is an accepted part of the surgical treatment. While, the
units costs of MRI and MRA are greater than US, the cost-effec-
tiveness of the three tests has not been determined.
We identified two relevant systematic reviews with meta-analyses
that assessed diagnostic imaging tests for rotator cuff disease (De
Jesus 2009; Dinnes 2003). The literature search in both reviews
was restricted to English language only.Dinnes 2003 evaluated the
diagnostic accuracy of clinical testing of US, MRI and MRA for
detecting rotator cuff tears using both surgical and non-surgical
tests as the reference standard. The authors included 38 studies
that assessed the accuracy of US, 29 studies that assessed the ac-
curacy of MRI and 6 studies that assessed the accuracy of MRA
and concluded that US or MRI were equivalent for detecting full
thickness rotator cuff tears, although MRI was more expensive
and US may be better at detecting partial tears. The search date
for the review was October 2001. A later review with a search
date in September 2007, De Jesus 2009, conducted a meta-analy-
sis comparing the diagnostic accuracy of US and MRI for rotator
cuff tears using surgery as the reference standard. This systematic
review included 65 studies but the appraisal of themethodological
quality of the included studies was unclear or inadequate. De Jesus
2009 concluded that US is as accurate as MRI for both full and
partial thickness rotator cuff tears and also suggested that US may
be the most cost-effective imaging test for detecting rotator cuff
tears.
Important technological improvements in US, MRI and MRA
have been made since the search dates of both systematic reviews,
and new studies evaluating US, MRI and MRA have been pub-
lished. Our review involves an updated search for diagnostic ac-
curacy studies for rotator cuff tears and will not be restricted to
English language publications.
O B J E C T I V E S
To compare the diagnostic test accuracy of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA) and ul-
trasonography (US) for detecting any rotator cuff tears (i.e. partial
or full thickness) in people with shoulder pain for whom surgery
is being considered.
We divided our objectives as follows.
• To compare the diagnostic accuracy of US, MRI and MRA
for diagnosing any rotator cuff tears (partial or full thickness)
• To compare the diagnostic accuracy of US, MRI and MRA
for diagnosing full thickness rotator cuff tears (one or more
tendons)
• To compare the diagnostic accuracy of US, MRI and MRA
for diagnosing partial thickness rotator cuff tears
Investigation of sources of heterogeneity
We planned to investigate the following potential sources of het-
erogeneity:
• Type of tear: acute traumatic and chronic degenerative
• Type of reference standard: open (including mini-open)
surgery or arthroscopy
M E T H O D S
Criteria for considering studies for this review
Types of studies
All diagnostic accuracy studies that compared one or more of the
index tests with one or both of the reference tests in patients sus-
pected of having a partial or full thickness rotator cuff tear were
included.We only included results from full reports of prospective
studies. Studies with an excessively long period of time (i.e. a year
or longer) between the index and reference tests were excluded
because there is evidence that rotator cuff tears can progress over
time (Mall 2010; Melis 2010); however, the rate of progression is
not clearly defined.
We included articles in English and languages for which a full
translation could be obtained. Non-English articles where a full
translation could not be obtained are cited in the Characteristics
of studies awaiting classification but not included in the review.
For studies reported in multiple publications, we included only
the most recent or complete report. References to the other pub-
lications were cited under the same study identifier.
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Participants
We included people with shoulder pain suspected of having a rota-
tor cuff tear for whom surgery was being considered. Studies that
included healthy controls or participants who had been previously
diagnosed with other specific shoulder pain (e.g. shoulder instabil-
ity, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, frozen shoulder, benign or
malignant tumours or referred pain) were excluded. Studies that
included participants with shoulder pain, but in which it was un-
clear if all the participants were suspected of having rotator cuff
tears, were also excluded.
Index tests
Studies that assessed the accuracy of US, MRI or MRA were in-
cluded.
Target conditions
We included studies that evaluated the index tests for detection of
at least one of three target conditions:
• presence of any rotator cuff tears (partial or full thickness);
• presence of full thickness tears;
• presence of partial thickness tears.
To standardise classification for this review, rotator cuff tears were
dichotomised as absence or presence of any, full and partial thick-
ness tears.
Reference standards
We required arthroscopy or open (including mini-open) surgery
findings to be the reference standards.
Search methods for identification of studies
Electronic searches
We searched relevant computerised databases for eligible diag-
nostic studies: MEDLINE (PubMed) (1966 to March 2011),
EMBASE (Elsevier) (1980 to February 2011), LILACS (Bireme)
(1982 to February 2011) and the Cochrane Register of Diagnostic
Test Accuracy Studies (February 2011). We also searched DARE
(Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects), the HTA Database
(Health Technology Assessments Database) and the MEDION
database (February 2011) for other related diagnostic test accu-
racy reviews, and we checked the reference lists of those reviews
that were relevant for additional studies. We also searched the
US Health Services Research Projects in Progress and the UK
Clinical Research Network Portfolio Database for ongoing and
recently completed studies. When possible, non-English articles
were assessed through translation by a native speaker.
We used a sensitive search strategy as recommended by the
Cochrane Collaboration for MEDLINE (PubMed), EMBASE
(Elsevier) and LILACS (Bireme) (De Vet 2008). See Appendix 1
for the MEDLINE and EMBASE search strategies.
Searching other resources
We checked the reference lists of articles, reviews and textbooks
for relevant primary diagnostic studies and systematic reviews. We
handsearched abstracts of the British Elbow and Shoulder Society
annual meetings (2005 to July 2011) and American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons annual meetings (2005 to July 2011). We
also contacted experts in the field.
Data collection and analysis
We used the methods suggested in the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Diagnostic Test Accuracy (Deeks 2009).
Selection of studies
Two review authors (ML and RJ) independently screened the titles
and abstracts of retrieved records to identify potentially relevant
studies for inclusion. Duplicates were removed and the remain-
ing references were examined. Studies which clearly did not meet
the inclusion criteria were excluded, and copies of the full text of
potentially relevant references were obtained. ML and RJ inde-
pendently assessed full text reports and determined inclusion or
exclusion of the studies. Any uncertainties or disagreements were
resolved by discussion and, when necessary, by adjudication from
a third author (RB).
Data extraction and management
Two review authors (ML and RJ) independently collected the
available data using a piloted data extraction form without mask-
ing of study authors or other identifying information. A third re-
view author (RB) was consulted for resolution of any disagree-
ments. When necessary, we sent requests to study authors for ad-
ditional information or data. Diagnostic accuracy studies that re-
ported insufficient data for construction of two-by-two tables were
excluded from the review.
We retrieved the following data.
1. General information: title, journal, year, publication status,
country of study, period of study, primary objective and study
design (i.e. prospective versus retrospective and consecutive
versus non-consecutive).
2. Sample size: number of participants meeting the criteria
and total number screened.
3. Baseline characteristics: baseline diagnosis, age, sex,
dominant arm, nature of onset (e.g. traumatic or non-
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traumatic), duration of symptoms, prior treatment, inclusion
and exclusion criteria.
4. Target condition as reported.
5. Index test: description of technique, criteria for positive
result, timing of test and expertise of the clinician or technician
performing the test.
6. Reference standard test: description of technique, criteria
for positive result, time from index to reference test and expertise
of the clinician or technician performing the test.
7. Adverse effects or complications due to index test(s) and
reference standard test(s).
8. Number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false
positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). We extracted data for
operational definitions for category of tear (e.g. partial, full or
any thickness tears). Multiple outcome categories are often
reported for rotator cuff tears: partial thickness tear, full thickness
tear and no tears (i.e. three-by-three tables). Currently available
methods for evaluating diagnostic tests rely on dichotomised
disease status. Therefore, for the assessment of each target
condition, we dichotomised rotator cuff tears using a strategy
based on the options for treatment. To create two-by-two tables
for partial thickness tears, data for full thickness tears were
included with those for no tears. We did not exclude data for any
category. We included data for partial thickness tears with those
for full thickness tears to create two-by-two tables for any tears.
Assessment of methodological quality
The methodological quality of the included studies was assessed
independently by two review authors (ML and RJ) and disagree-
ment on study quality was resolved by a third review author (RB).
At the same time as data extraction, the methodological quality
of selected studies was assessed using a modified version of the
QUADAS checklist (Whiting 2003), following the guidelines pro-
vided in Chapter 9 of the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews of Diagnostic Test Accuracy (Reitsma 2009). Appendix
2 explains how we applied the QUADAS items for assessing the
included studies.
Statistical analysis and data synthesis
Our unit of analysis was the shoulder. For each test and target
condition, estimates of sensitivity and specificity from each study
were plotted in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) space and
forest plots for visual examination of variation in test accuracy.
Where adequate data were available, we conducted meta-analyses
using the bivariate model (Chu 2006; Reitsma 2005). In the bi-
variate model, the logit-transformed sensitivities and specificities,
and the correlation between them across studies are modelled di-
rectly. The model accounts for sampling variability within studies
and also accounts for between study variability through the in-
clusion of random-effects. In preliminary meta-analyses for each
target condition, we fitted the bivariate model separately for each
test. We examined the variance of the random-effects parameters
to consider the magnitude of heterogeneity and to judge whether
there were differences in heterogeneity in sensitivities and speci-
ficities between tests, before comparing the tests in a single model
for formal assessment of comparative accuracy.
Comparative accuracy studies are scarce (Takwoingi 2013). There-
fore, whenever possible, we included all studies of US, MRI and
MRA (i.e. an indirect comparison) in themain comparative meta-
analysis for each target condition. Due to few studies of MRA and
considerable heterogeneity in study results, we only performed
pairwise comparisons ofMRI andUS for detectionof partial thick-
ness tears and any tears but compared the three tests for detection
of full thickness tears. We compared test accuracy by adding co-
variate terms for test type to the parameters of the bivariate model
to determine which test was superior in terms of sensitivity or
specificity or both. The variance coefficients from the preliminary
meta-analysis and summary ROC plot for each test indicated dif-
ferences in heterogeneity between tests and so we extended the bi-
variate model to allow the variances of the random-effects to vary
with test type. We assessed the statistical significance of the differ-
ence in sensitivity or specificity between tests by using likelihood
ratio tests comparing models with and without the covariate terms
in the bivariate model. The summary sensitivities and specifici-
ties (i.e. average operating points) were plotted on summary ROC
plots with corresponding 95% confidence regions. Summary pos-
itive and negative likelihood ratios were derived from functions
of the bivariate model parameters, with 95% confidence intervals
computed using the delta method.
Indirect comparisons of tests are not ideal and are susceptible to
bias because other factors, such as participant and study design
characteristics, may confound differences between tests. Thus in
secondary analyses, we restricted the test comparisons to only stud-
ies that evaluated the tests in the same population. Because the
studies were few, we were unable to perform meta-analyses but
used linked summary ROC plots where estimates for each of the
two tests from each study are joined by a line to illustrate the re-
sults. Furthermore, for each target condition, we quantified the
difference in sensitivities and specificities between pairs of tests
by computing differences in these proportions together with the
corresponding 95%CI. Thus we visually and numerically demon-
strated the change and consistency of the direction of the change
in test performance between the tests. We used the xtmelogit com-
mand in Stata version 11.2 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas) to
fit the bivariate models.
Investigations of heterogeneity
Heterogeneity was investigated in the first instance through visual
examination of forest plots and summary ROC plots. The type
of tear and type of reference standard reported in each study were
presented on forest plots along with the estimates of sensitivity and
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specificity. In exploratory analyses, we ordered studies on the forest
plots by each of the two covariates in turn and also by sensitivity
or specificity to examine the pattern of variation between studies.
If there were sufficient data we planned to formally investigate
heterogeneity by adding covariates to the bivariate model for each
potential source of heterogeneity.
Sensitivity analyses
If there were sufficient studies, we performed sensitivity analyses
by comparing results based on all studies with results of subsets
of studies that complied (scored ’Yes’) with the following method-
ological quality items of the QUADAS checklist (Whiting 2003).
• Representative spectrum
• Acceptable reference standard
• Acceptable delay between tests
• Index test results blinded
• Reference standard results blinded
We also investigated the effect of unit of analysis by excluding
studies that included both shoulders for any individual.
R E S U L T S
Results of the search
The search strategy identified 3169 references and the handsearch
identified an additional three records (Figure 1). Of these, 2902
were excluded by initial screening of reference titles and abstracts.
There were 974 duplicates and 1926 were either not relevant or
did not meet the inclusion criteria. We were unable to obtain full
text articles for two studies because they were not available from
libraries or vendors.
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Figure 1. Study flow diagram
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Of the 270 potentially eligible studies that were remaining and for
which full reports were obtained (192 were reported in English
and 78 in a non-English language), 20 studies met our inclusion
criteria and were included in the review. Three of the included
studies had additional published data. Two hundred and eighteen
studies did not meet our inclusion criteria and were excluded (see
Characteristics of excluded studies) and four reported on the same
population or a subset of an already excluded study. At the time
of publication, we are still awaiting translation of 25 non-English
articles that are potentially relevant based upon their title and
abstract; these are listed in Studies awaiting classification. Data
from these studies will be added in future updates of this review
if the studies are found to be eligible for inclusion.
Among the 20 included studies, six (Iannotti 2005; Kang 2009;
Martin-Hervas 2001; Sipola 2010; Swen 1999; Teefey 2004) eval-
uated the accuracy of two different tests against the reference stan-
dard(s). See the Characteristics of included studies for details of
the individual studies.
Methodological quality of included studies
The methodological quality of the 20 included studies was judged
to be low or unclear for most categories and is summarised in
Figure 2. The quality assessment results for the individual studies
can be found in Figure 3 and details are given in theCharacteristics
of included studies.
Figure 2. Methodological quality graph: review authors’ judgements about each methodological quality
item presented as percentages across all included studies
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Figure 3. Methodological quality summary: review authors’ judgements about each methodological quality
item for each included study
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The spectrum of participants (item 1) was judged to be representa-
tive in only 6 (30%) of the 20 studies. To be judged representative,
studies had to be prospective with consecutive recruitment. The
setting had to be secondary or tertiary care and the patients had to
present with shoulder pain caused by a suspected rotator cuff tear
for which surgery was being considered for treatment. Only half
of the studies included an appropriate reference standard (item
2) and avoided partial verification (item 4). The majority (more
than 50%) of studies poorly described the following QUADAS
items: time period between reference standard and index test (item
3), differential verification bias (item 5), reference standard results
blinded (item 8), relevant clinical information (item 9), and learn-
ing curve and training reported for both the index and reference
standard readers (items 12 and 13) (see Appendix 2 for further
explanation of these items). The remaining QUADAS items were
well described in 50% to 75% of the included studies: index test
results blinded (item 7), un-interpretable results reported (item
10), withdrawals explained (item 11) and index test criteria for a
positive result (item 14). Criteria for test positivity was reported by
15 studies and varied between studies; the criteria are presented in
detail in the Characteristics of included studies. As we anticipated
in our protocol, the answer for ’incorporation avoided’ (item 6)
was ’Yes’ (no bias) for all included studies.
Findings
Our meta-analyses were based on indirect comparisons because
meta-analyses of studies that directly compared tests were not pos-
sible; there were only six comparative studies. No study directly
compared MRA and MRI, or all three modalities in the same pa-
tients for any of the target conditions.The summary sensitivities
and specificities for the tests are shown in Table 1 for each target
condition. ForMRA,meta-analysis was performed only for studies
evaluating detection of full thickness tears due to the few studies
and the degree of heterogeneity observed on summary ROC plots
for studies evaluating partial thickness tears and any rotator cuff
tears.
Two studies (Iannotti 2005; Milosavljevic 2005) included both
shoulders of one and five patients respectively. The remaining
studies reported the same number of patients and shoulders, with
the exception of Milosavljevic 2005 where this information was
missing.
Detection of any rotator cuff tears
Figure 4 shows the forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity
estimates for MRI, US and MRA for the 17 studies that assessed
any rotator cuff tears.
Figure 4. Accuracy of MRA, MRI and US for detecting any rotator cuff tears (forest plot)
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Six studies, based on 347 shoulders from 346 patients, assessed the
diagnostic accuracy of MRI. The median study size was 55 (range
30 to 99), and the median prevalence of any rotator cuff tear was
73% (range 50% to 96%). The sensitivity of MRI reported in the
studies ranged from 91% to 100%, and specificity from 67% to
100%. The summary estimates for the sensitivity and specificity
of MRI were 98% (95% CI 92% to 99%) and 79% (95% CI
68% to 87%) respectively. The positive and negative likelihood
ratios were 5 (95% CI 2 to 10) and 0.03 (95% CI 0.01 to 0.11)
respectively.
Thirteen studies assessed the accuracy of US to detect any rotator
cuff tears. The studies included a total of 854 shoulders from 848
patients with a median study size of 50 (range 24 to 190). The
prevalence of any rotator cuff tears in the US studies was 80%
(range 34% to 92%), and the sensitivities ranged from 33% to
100%, specificities from 45% to 100%. The summary sensitivity
and specificity of US were 91% (95% CI 83% to 95%) and 85%
(95% CI 74% to 92%) respectively. The positive and negative
likelihood ratios were 6 (95% CI 3 to 12) and 0.11 (95% CI 0.05
to 0.22) respectively.
Three studies, based on 183 shoulders from 183 participants, as-
sessed the accuracy of MRA for detection of any rotator cuff tears.
The median study size was 58 (range 50 to 75), and the median
prevalence was 85% (range 62% to 90%). The sensitivity ofMRA
ranged from 72% to 100%, and specificity from 5% to 80%.
Meta-analysis was not performed but study specific estimates of
sensitivity and specificity were plotted in ROC space with 95%
CI in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Study estimates of sensitivity and specificity with 95% confidence intervals plotted in ROC space
for MRA for the detection of any rotator cuff tears
Comparison of MRI and US for detection of any rotator cuff
tears
Using the 11 studies that evaluated the accuracy of either MRI
or US for detection of any rotator cuff tears, neither test was
found to be superior in terms of sensitivity or specificity. Although
the sensitivity of MRI was 7% higher than that of US and the
specificity of MRI was 6% lower than that of US (Figure 6; Table
1), there was no statistically significant difference between the
two tests (P = 0.13). In the analysis restricted to the three studies
(231 shoulders from 230 patients) that performed head-to-head
comparisons of MRI and US within the same patients (Table 2,
see Appendix 3 for additional figure), two studies reported higher
sensitivity and specificity forMRI compared to USwhile the other
study reported higher sensitivity and specificity for US compared
to MRI. For head-to-head comparisons of MRA and US, there
were only two studies (127 shoulders from 127 patients). Both
studies reported higher sensitivity for MRA compared to US but
the estimates of specificity were conflicting (Table 3).
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Figure 6. Study estimates of sensitivity and specificity, and summary points with 95% confidence regions
plotted in ROC space for MRI and US for the detection of any rotator cuff tears
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Detection of full thickness rotator cuff tears
The estimates of sensitivity and specificity for the 14 studies that
evaluated either MRI, US or MRA for the detection of full thick-
ness rotator cuff tears are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Accuracy of MRA, MRI and US for detecting full thickness rotator cuff tears (forest plot)
Seven studies, based on 368 shoulders from 367 patients, assessed
the diagnostic accuracy of MRI. The median study size was 48
(range 21 to 99), and the median prevalence of full thickness
rotator cuff tear was 62% (range 37% to 69%). The sensitivities
ranged from 77% to 100%, and specificities ranged from 68%
to 100%. The summary sensitivity and specificity of MRI were
94% (95% CI 85% to 98%) and 93% (95% CI 83% to 97%)
respectively. The positive and negative likelihood ratios were 13
(95% CI 6 to 29) and 0.06 (95% CI 0.02 to 0.16) respectively.
Ten studies (729 shoulders from 723 patients) assessed the accu-
racy of US to detect full thickness tears. The median study size
was 66 (range 21 to 190), and the median prevalence was 48%
(range 29% to 80%). Sensitivities ranged from 58% to 100%.
Specificities ranged from 53% to 100%. The summary sensitivity
and specificity of US were 92% (95% CI 82% to 96%) and 93%
(95% CI 81% to 97%) respectively. The positive and negative
likelihood ratios were 12 (95% CI 5 to 34) and 0.09 (95% CI
0.04 to 0.20) respectively.
Three studies (the same studies that assessed any rotator cuff tears)
assessed the accuracy of MRA to detect full thickness tears with
sensitivities ranging from 88% to 100% and specificities ranging
from 90% to 94%. The median prevalence was 76% (range 17%
to 80%). The summary sensitivity and specificity of MRA were
94% (95% CI 80% to 98%) and 92% (95% CI 83% to 97%)
respectively. The positive and negative likelihood ratios were 12
(95% CI 5 to 30) and 0.06 (95% CI 0.02 to 0.23) respectively.
Comparison of MRI, MRA and US for detection of full
thickness rotator cuff tears
Based on the 14 studies that assessed the accuracy ofMRI,MRAor
US for detection of full thickness rotator cuff tears, the summary
sensitivities and specificities of MRI, MRA and US were found
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to be very similar (Figure 8; Table 1). There was no statistically
significant difference in sensitivity or specificity (P = 0.7). Four
studies (252 shoulders from 251 patients) directly compared MRI
and US (Table 2, see Appendix 3 for additional figure) within
the same patients, with no consistency among the studies as to
which test was superior in terms of either sensitivity or specificity.
Two studies (127 shoulders from 127 patients) directly compared
MRA and US (Table 3). Both studies reported higher sensitivity
for MRA compared to US. One of the two studies also reported a
higher specificity while the other study reported no difference.
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Figure 8. Study estimates of sensitivity and specificity, and summary points with 95% confidence regions
plotted in ROC space for MRA, MRI and US for the detection of full thickness rotator cuff tears
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Detection of partial thickness rotator cuff tears
Figure 9 shows the estimates of sensitivity and specificity for the 13
studies that evaluated either MRI, MRA or US for the detection
of partial rotator cuff tears.
Figure 9. Accuracy of MRI, US and MRA for detecting partial thickness rotator cuff tears (forest plot)
All six studies (347 shoulders from 346 participants) that assessed
the accuracy of MRI for the detection of any rotator cuff tears also
assessed partial thickness tears. The median prevalence of partial
thickness tears was 20% (range 3% to 37%). Sensitivities ranged
from 50% to 100% and specificities ranged from 75% to 98%.
The summary sensitivity and specificity of MRI were 74% (95%
CI 59% to 85%) and 93% (95% CI 84% to 97%) respectively.
The positive and negative likelihood ratios were 10 (95% CI 4 to
26) and 0.28 (95% CI 0.17 to 0.48) respectively.
Eight studies (660 shoulders from 654 participants) assessed the
accuracy of US to detect partial thickness tears with sensitivities
ranging from 13% to 100% and specificities ranging from 68%
to 100%. The median prevalence was 14% (range 5% to 37%).
The summary sensitivity and specificity of US were 52% (95%
CI 33% to 70%) and 93% (95% CI 85% to 97%) respectively.
The positive and negative likelihood ratios were 8 (95% CI 3 to
19) and 0.52 (95% CI 0.33 to 0.80) respectively.
Four studies, based on 233 shoulders from 233 participants, as-
sessed the accuracy of MRA to detect partial thickness tears with
sensitivities ranging from 62% to 80% and specificities ranging
from 47% to 100%. The median prevalence was 27% (range 9%
to 54%). Meta-analysis was not performed but study specific es-
timates of sensitivity and specificity were plotted in ROC space
with 95% CI in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Study estimates of sensitivity and specificity with 95% confidence intervals plotted in ROC space
for MRA for the detection of partial thickness rotator cuff tears
Comparison of MRI and US for detection of partial thickness
rotator cuff tears
The diagnostic accuracy of MRI and/or US for detecting partial
thickness tears was assessed in 11 studies. There was no statistically
significant difference in sensitivity or specificity (P = 1.0) (seeTable
1). The individual study estimates of sensitivity and specificity,
with summary points and 95% confidence regions, for each test
are shown inROC space (Figure 11). The sensitivities forMRI and
US were generally lower for detecting partial thickness tears than
for detecting any or full thickness rotator cuff tears. The sensitivity
of US for detecting partial thickness tears was only 52% (95% CI
33% to 70%).
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Figure 11. Study estimates of sensitivity and specificity, and summary points with 95% confidence regions
plotted in ROC space for MRI and US for the detection of partial thickness rotator cuff tears
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The sensitivities and specificities of the three studies that directly
compared MRI and US are shown in a ROC space (see Appendix
3 for figure) and differences between the sensitivities and speci-
ficities of the tests are presented for each study in Table 2. Two
of the studies reported better sensitivity for MRI than US while
all three studies reported better specificity for MRI compared to
US. Two studies directly compared MRA and US for detection
of any rotator cuff tears. Both studies reported better sensitivity
and specificity for MRI compared with those of US (Table 3). The
same studies also assessed partial thickness tears.
Detection of any subscapularis tendon tears
One study, Mohtadi 2004, assessed the accuracy of MRA for de-
tection of any subscapularis tendon tears, and included 58 shoul-
ders from 58 participants. The study had a prevalence of 33% for
subscapularis tendon tears. The sensitivity and specificity of MRA
were 79% (95% CI 54% to 94%) and 72% (95% CI 55% to
85%) respectively.
Investigation of heterogeneity
The type of tear and the reference standard used in each study
are shown by forest plots for each target condition in Figure 4,
Figure 7 and Figure 9. The studies on each plot were ordered ac-
cording to sensitivity and specificity to demonstrate any pattern
in the observed estimates of test accuracy. Based on these descrip-
tive analyses and the magnitude of the variances of the random-
effects parameters, we observed greater variability in sensitivity
and specificity across studies of US than across studies of MRI or
MRA. We were unable to formally investigate potential sources of
heterogeneity because the number of studies available for each test
was either inadequate or the same value of a covariate was reported
by most studies.
Sensitivity analyses
There were few studies ofMRI andMRA, and sowe could not per-
form sensitivity analyses for these tests. We performed sensitivity
analyses forUS for each of the target conditions.Wewere only able
to investigate the impact of two (acceptable reference standard and
index test results blinded) of the five quality items we had specified
because few studies scored ’Yes’ on the other three items (represen-
tative spectrum, acceptable delay between tests, and reference test
results blinded). There were small differences in sensitivity and/
or specificity (Appendix 4). The largest difference was observed
between the summary sensitivity of US for detecting partial thick-
ness tears based of all studies (52%, 95%CI 33% to 70%) and the
summary sensitivity (62%, 45% to 77%) based on only studies
where the reference standard was acceptable. However, the confi-
dence intervals were comparable and the specificities were similar.
The exclusion of studies that did not meet either criteria made no
difference to our findings. Two studies included both shoulders
for six participants and one study did not report the number of
participants so it is unclear whether more than one shoulder was
included per participant. We investigated the impact of the unit
of analysis on the findings for MRI and US by excluding the three
studies, thus assuming the individual as the unit of analysis; the
results were found to be consistent with the main analyses based
on shoulders.
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Summary of findings
What is the best imaging modality for rotator cuff tears?
Patient population Patients with shoulder pain suspected of having a rotator cuff tear for whom surgery is being considered
Prior testing Clinical examination.
Settings Secondary or tertiary care.
Index tests Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic resonance arthroscopy (MRA) and ultrasonography (US)
Reference standard Arthroscopy and/or open (including mini-open) surgery findings
Target condition Rotator cuff tears: any tear or full or partial thickness tears
Importance Imaging tests are usually performed to determine the characteristics of the rotator cuff tears in order to plan surgery
Included studies We included 20 (1147 shoulders) prospective accuracy studies that evaluated at least of one of the tests
Six of the 20 studies reported results for 2 tests evaluated in the same patients
Quality concerns Patient characteristics and study design were poorly reported
Most of the QUADAS items were scored unclear for many studies
Limitations We observed considerable variation in results between studies, especially for US studies
Criteria for test positivity (index tests and reference standard) varied between studies
We could not formally investigate potential sources of heterogeneity due to the number of studies available for each test or because most studies reported the same
value for a covariate
Our findings were based on small studies with poor reporting of patient characteristics and study design
Because there were few comparative studies, test comparisons relied on indirect evidence which may be confounded by differences in patient and study design
characteristics
No study evaluated MRA, MRI and US in the same population.
Test Studies Cases/Shoulders Summary sensitivity
(95% CI)
Summary specificity
(95% CI)
Consequences in a cohort of 100
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Median prevalence%
(range)1
Missed cases2 Over
treated2
Any rotator cuff tears
MRI 6 263/347 98 (92, 99) 79 (68, 87) 80 (34 to 96) 2 4
US 13 626/854 91 (83, 95) 85 (74, 92) 7 3
MRA3 3 145/183 - - - -
Full thickness tears
MRI 7 193/368 94 (85, 98) 93 (83, 97) 56 (17 to 80) 3 3
US 10 386/729 92 (82, 96) 93 (81, 97) 4 3
MRA 3 107/183 94 (80, 98) 92 (83, 97) 3 4
Partial thickness tears
MRI 6 83/347 74 (59, 85) 93 (84, 97) 14 (3 to 54) 4 6
US 8 121/660 52 (33, 70) 93 (85, 97) 7 6
MRA3 4 65/233 - - - -
Comparisons of the imaging tests for each type of tear
Comparison Findings
MRIand US for any ro-
tator cuff tears
We did not perform meta-analysis of MRA studies.
The sensitivity of MRA ranged between 72% and 100% and the specificities between 5% and 82% in the three studies
There was a 7% difference in the sensitivities of MRI and US, and a 6% difference in specificities. The differences were not statistically significant (P = 0.13)
Given a median prevalence of 80%, 80 out of 100 patients will have any rotator cuff tears
Of the 80 cases, two will be missed if tested using MRI or seven will be missed if tested using US
Of the 20 patients without any rotator cuff tears, four will undergo unnecessary surgery if tested using MRI or three If tested using US2
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MRI, US and MRA for
full thickness tears
MRA, MRI and US had very similar sensitivities and specificities
There was no evidence to suggest a difference in sensitivity or specificity between the tests (P = 0.7)
MRI and US for partial
thickness tears
We did not perform meta-analysis of MRA studies.
The sensitivity of MRA studies ranged between 62% and 80% and the specificities between 47% and 100% in the four studies
Comparing MRI and US, the specificities were found to be similar and despite the large difference in sensitivity (22%), there was no evidence to suggest a difference
in sensitivity or specificity between both tests (P = 1.0)
Given a median prevalence of 14%, 14 out of 100 patients will have partial thickness tears
Of the 14 cases, two will be missed if tested using MRI but if tested using US, seven will be missed
Of the 20 patients without any rotator cuff tears, four patients will undergo unnecessary surgery if tested using MRI or three patients If tested using US
Conclusions: MRI, US and MRA have good diagnostic accuracy for detection of full thickness tears and may perform similarly
The performance of MRI and US may be comparable for detection of partial thickness tears or for detection of any rotator cuff tears
The strength of the evidence for all test comparisons is limited because most studies were small and methodologically flawed, and there were few comparative studies
Well designed studies that directly compare the three tests for detection of rotator cuff tears are needed
There was limited evidence on the best test to diagnose subscapularis tendons tears
1 The median prevalence and range were computed using all the studies that evaluated each target condition.
2 Missed and over treated numbers were computed using the median prevalence for each target condition.
3 Meta-analyses were not performed for studies that evaluated partial thickness tears and those of any rotator cuff tears because there
were few studies and considerable heterogeneity in estimates of sensitivity or specificity.
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D I S C U S S I O N
Summary of main results
This review summarised the evidence for the diagnostic accuracy
of MRI, MRA and US for detecting rotator cuff tears in people
with shoulder pain who were suspected of having a rotator cuff
tear and for whom surgery was being considered. These imaging
tests are usually carried out to determine the characteristics of
the rotator cuff tear in order to plan surgery. We included only
prospective accuracy studies that evaluated at least one of the tests.
We identified 20 studies (1147 shoulders, 1141 participants), of
which six evaluated the accuracy of two of the tests within the
same participants (paired comparison).
We found no evidence to suggest differences in the sensitivities
and specificities of MRI and US for detecting any rotator cuff
tears or partial thickness tears. Similarly, we found no evidence
to suggest differences in the sensitivities and specificities of MRI,
MRA and US for detecting full thickness tears. The estimates were
very similar and the tests demonstrated gooddiscriminatory ability
for detecting full thickness tears, with sensitivities and specificities
of 92% and above. MRI and US had lower sensitivity for partial
thickness tears than for any rotator cuff tears or full thickness tears,
with US having a sensitivity of only 52% (95% CI 33% to 70%);
this indicates that US may be only marginally better than chance
in excluding a partial thickness tear. The specificities of the three
tests were generally good except for detection of any rotator cuff
tears. The estimates of sensitivity and specificity for any rotator
cuff tears suggest that in a population of 100 people with shoulder
pain suspected of having a rotator cuff tear and for whom surgery
is being considered, if the prevalence was 80%, investigation with
MRI may miss two cases (2/80, 3%), while investigation with
US may miss seven cases (7/80, 9%). Among patients without a
rotator cuff tear (20 out of 100), four patients tested using MRI
may have a rotator cuff tear wrongly detected (4/20, 20%) and
may undergo unnecessary surgery. A similar number (3/20, 15%)
may be over-treated if US is used. The summary of all results are
provided in Summary of findings.
It is important to emphasise that our review specifically addressed
imaging of the rotator cuff by MRI, MRA or US in people with
shoulder pain suspected of having a rotator cuff tear and for whom
surgery is being considered, and therefore our results are not gen-
eralisable to people who present with shoulder pain in primary
care where the prevalence of rotator cuff tears may be lower but
importantly the prevalence of asymptomatic tears or people with
shoulder pain not contemplating surgery could be much higher.
Asymptomatic changes in the rotator cuff are common and in-
crease with age and many observed abnormalities might not re-
quire specific treatment (Awerbuch 2008). Despite studies con-
tinuing to show that primary care practitioners display an over-
reliance upon early imaging for shoulder pain (Buchbinder 2013;
Johal 2008; Patel 2011), at the present time, guidelines for the
management of shoulder pain in primary care do not advocate
imaging for shoulder pain unless there is a suggestion of serious
pathology (Bussières 2007; Geraets 2009).
The unit of analysis used in evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of
a test is likely to have an impact on the estimates of sensitivity
and specificity of the test. Our unit of analysis was the shoulder.
However, only six out of 1080 participants had both shoulders
included in 19 of the 20 included studies; it was unclear in one
study (Martin-Hervas 2001) whether the number of shoulders
was the same as the number of participants. With the exception
of Iannotti 2005 and Milosavljevic 2005, the studies reported the
same number of participants and shoulders. Both Iannotti 2005
and Martin-Hervas 2001 compared the accuracy of MRI and US
whileMilosavljevic 2005 evaluated onlyUS. In sensitivity analyses,
we examined the impact of the unit of analysis by excluding the
two studies that included both shoulders for any participant and
the one study where it was unclear if the number of shoulders was
the same as the number of participants. Overall, findings from the
sensitivity analyses were consistent with findings from the main
analyses.
Strengths and weaknesses of the review
This review was planned and conducted following criteria and
methods set out in a published protocol (Lenza 2011). Our results
were based on a comprehensive and sensitive literature search that
aimed to identify all published studies. We used wide search terms
and several electronic databases, not limited by language, and we
excluded search filters for diagnostic terms, as they have limited
utility (De Vet 2008). Other strengths of this review are our qual-
ity assessment of studies and our synthesis of studies with similar
methodological features into a meta-analytic summary based on
recommended methods. To increase the applicability and reliabil-
ity of the summary findings, we included only prospective studies
that investigated people with shoulder pain due to a suspected ro-
tator cuff tear and for whom surgery was being considered. We ex-
cluded retrospective studies because of their potential for high risk
of spectrum and verification bias (Bossuyt 2003; Van der Schouw
1995).
Our review has some limitations. Our findings were based on
small studies with poor reporting of participant characteristics and
study design. Most of the QUADAS items were scored as un-
clear for many studies. For example, only 25% of the included
studies reported the time interval between the index tests and the
reference standard. For some analyses, we observed considerable
heterogeneity in sensitivity and/or specificity, which may be due
to several factors including variation in the criteria for a positive
diagnostic test for both the index tests and the reference standard,
technical details of the tests, variation in population, and variation
in operator or reader experience. The three diagnostic tests are
known to be operator and reader dependent which may account
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for some of the observed variation between studies, especially for
studies of US which were found to be very heterogeneous. We
could not formally investigate potential sources of heterogeneity
due to the number of studies available for each test or because most
studies reported the same covariate value. Our comparative meta-
analyses were based mainly on non-comparative studies because
only a small number of studies made direct comparisons between
the tests. Consequently, it is possible that observed differences be-
tween tests may be confounded by differences in participant and
study design characteristics. It is unclear to what extent these lim-
itations influenced our findings.
An important weakness of this review is that due to resource lim-
itations, 25 potentially eligible studies published in non-English
languages are still awaiting translation. Good quality translation
will be required to reliably extract data from these papers due to
the complexity of diagnostic accuracy studies.The studies contain
more than 2900 participants that could potentially provide data
for analyses and they will be considered for inclusion in a future
update of the review.
Comparison with existing reviews
We identified six previous systematic reviews of imaging tests to
detect rotator cuff tears (De Jesus 2009; Dinnes 2003; Kelly 2009;
Ottenheijm 2010; Shahabpour 2008; Smith 2012). Our review
limited inclusion to prospective studies whereas the other system-
atic reviews allowed the inclusion of retrospective studies. Our
literature search failed to identify a study (Ruiz Santiago 2000)
which was included in the review by Smith 2012. However, this
study would not have been eligible for inclusion in our review be-
cause arthrography or arthrographic computed tomography was
also used as an index test.
Previous reviews reported similar results. De Jesus 2009 compared
US with MRI for detecting rotator cuff tears using surgery as the
reference standard. De Jesus 2009 included 65 studies and con-
cluded that US was as accurate as MRI for diagnosing both full
and partial thickness rotator cuff tears. Dinnes 2003 assessed the
diagnostic accuracy of clinical testing, US and MRI for detect-
ing rotator cuff tears using surgical and non-surgical tests as the
reference standard (results also reported in Kelly 2009). Dinnes
2003 concluded that US and MRI were equivalent for detecting
full thickness rotator cuff tears, and that MRI may be better at
detecting partial thickness tears than US. Shahabpour 2008 also
concluded that US and MRI were equivalent for detecting full
thickness rotator cuff tears.However, in contrast Shahabpour 2008
concluded that MRA and US may be more accurate at detecting
partial thickness tears than MRI. We did not pool MRA studies
for detection of partial thickness tears. While our results suggested
that MRI may be more sensitive than US, the difference was not
statistically significant.
Ottenheijm 2010 assessed the accuracy of US for detecting sub-
acromial diseases in patients presenting in primary and secondary
care settings (search date 2001 to June 2010). This systematic re-
view included 23 studies and reported pooled sensitivity and speci-
ficity values that were comparable with our results for detecting
full thickness tears. Ottenheijm2010 reported a sensitivity of 95%
for detecting full thickness tears compared to 92% (95% CI 82%
to 96%) in our systematic review and a specificity of 93% com-
pared with 93% (95% CI 81% to 97%) in our systematic review.
However, for detection of partial thickness tears, Ottenheijm2010
reported a much higher pooled sensitivity of 72% compared with
our finding of 52% (95% CI: 33% to 70%). Smith 2012, which
included both retrospective and prospective studies, assessed the
diagnostic accuracy ofMRI and identified 44 studies published up
to May 2011. This systematic review reported pooled sensitivity
and specificity values that were similar to our results for detecting
full thickness tears andpartial thickness tears. Smith 2012 reported
a pooled sensitivity of 91% (95% CI 86% to 94%) for detecting
full thickness tears which was comparable to our result of 94%
(95% CI 85% to 98%). Smith 2012 reported a pooled specificity
of 97% (95% CI: 96% to 98%) for detecting full thickness tears
which is similar to our specificity of 93% (95% CI 83% to 97%).
Smith 2012 reported a pooled sensitivity of 80% (95% CI 79%
to 84%) for detecting partial thickness tears which is comparable
to our sensitivity of 74% (95% CI 59% to 85%); and a pooled
specificity of 95% (95% CI 94% to 97%) which is similar to our
specificity of 93% (95% CI 84% to 97%). Overall, the results are
generally consistent across the different reviews even though there
were differences in inclusion criteria and review methods. Despite
our study being the most up-to-date published systematic review,
we included a much smaller number of studies (20 studies) than
some of the previous reviews because we restricted our analyses to
only prospective studies thus reducing the risk of spectrum and
verification bias.
Applicability of findings to the review question
The applicability of our findings is limited because only 30%of the
included studies reported an adequately representative spectrumof
consecutive patients from secondary or tertiary care. Furthermore,
partial verification was avoided in only 50% of the studies. MRI,
MRAandUSmayhave similar accuracy for detecting full thickness
rotator cuff tears. The sensitivity of both MRI and US for partial
thickness rotator cuff tears appeared to be much lower than their
sensitivity for any rotator cuff tears or for full thickness tears.While
the difference in sensitivity between MRI and US for detecting
partial thickness tears was not statistically significant, US showed
a much lower sensitivity (52%) than MRI (74%). A sensitivity
of 52% suggests that US may not be any better than chance for
detecting partial thickness rotator cuff tears. The specificities of
the three tests were generally high except for the detection of any
rotator cuff tears.
In many countries, US is less time consuming and less expensive
andmore readily available in secondary and tertiary care thanMRI
or MRA. Despite MRI and MRA being comparable for detection
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of full thickness rotator cuff tears, the choice of test may depend
upon cost and availability. As the scope of this review was to lim-
ited to test accuracy, we were not able to determine if applying
any imaging test prior to surgery results in different surgical inter-
ventions or benefits in terms of pain relief and shoulder function
following surgery.
A U T H O R S ’ C O N C L U S I O N S
Implications for practice
The diagnostic performance of MRI and US depends on the ex-
tent (i.e. partial or full thickness) of rotator cuff tears. Our findings
suggest that MRI, US and MRA have good diagnostic accuracy
and any of these tests could equally be used for detection of full
thickness tears in people with shoulder pain for whom surgery
is being considered. MRI and US also have good sensitivity for
detecting any rotator cuff tears but poor sensitivity for detection
of partial thickness tears. The validity and generalisability of our
findings are limited because they were based on small, heteroge-
neous, non-comparative studies with methodological flaws.
Implications for research
There is a lack of good quality prospective cohort studies that
directly compare the accuracy of MRI, MRA and US shoulder
imaging tests for people in secondary and tertiary care, with sus-
pected rotator cuff tears, for whom surgery is being considered.
Consequently, further studies are needed in order to evaluate the
comparative accuracy of these imaging tests in such circumstances.
Future studies should use a blinded design and should limit the
amount of time between the index and reference tests as much
as possible because there is evidence that rotator cuff tears can
progress over time. We suggest that arthroscopy be used as the ref-
erence standard test because it is accurate for assessing the articular
and bursal side of the rotator cuff. The results of the index test(s)
and reference standard should be interpreted by experienced op-
erators.
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F S T U D I E S
Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]
De Candia 2002
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participantswith clinical suspicionof rotator cuff tearwhounderwent
surgery
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Udine, Italy
Period of study: January 2000 to December 2000
Number of participants eligible: 157 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 71 participants
Data available for analyses:
- US and surgery: 71 participants
Age (range): 34 to 80 years
Male/Female: 31/40
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To determine the values of the US real time compound imaging in
the evaluation of supraspinatus tendon in subacromial impingement disease
Study design: Prospective, accuracy cohort study
Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery, unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 7 to 12 MHz linear-array probe applying the soon CT digital algorithm
Technique: Images were obtained in static and dynamic evaluations as described in (
Martino 1998; Teefey 2000)
Patient position: Static evaluationwas performedon the patient’s arm in standard position;
dynamic evaluation was performed first with the patient’s arm positioned from the
internal rotation and extended position to abduction and internal rotation (forearm
flexed and the back face of fingertips pointing to the scapula); the second part of the
evaluation was performed by moving the patient’s arm in adduction and keeping the
internal rotation
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
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- Time from index test to reference standard: Index test was performed on the day before
reference standard
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes Part of population of this study was also reported in De Candia 2003 Although De
Candia 2003 is more updated than this study, there were no extra data available to be
included in the analyses
The rotator cuff tears were focused on only supraspinatus tendon tears
A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was surgery (un-
clear whether arthroscopy or open surgery)
and the target conditions were presence of
any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears
and partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Yes Index test was performed on the day before
reference standard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 157 eligible participants, only 71
(45.2%) underwent to reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No The result of the index test probably influ-
enced the choice of the reference standard
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were probably
known to the person interpreting the refer-
ence tests
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
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De Candia 2002 (Continued)
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
No The results of 86 (54.8%) patients were not
reported
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear The interpreters of index tests were two ra-
diologists; however, the training/expertise
was not described
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
No Not reported
Della Sala 1996
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients with recent trauma without documented articular bone
defect radiologically, shoulder pain and disability persisting after appropriate conservative
treatment, clinical examination suggestive of rotator cuff tears and/or impingement
Exclusion criteria: Patients with suspected shoulder instability
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: Trento, Italy
Period of study: January 1993 to December 1994
Number of participants eligible: 80 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and open surgery: 30 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and open surgery: 30 participants
Age: mean 50.1 years (range 21 to 71 years)
Male/Female: 23/7
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Traumatic and chronic injury
Study design Primary objective: Not reported
Study design: Unclear whether prospective design. Non-consecutive recruitment
Language: Italian
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
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- Description of technique:
Open surgery: as described by Neer 1983
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
- Description of technique:
MRI unit: 1.0 T scanner
Sequences and Planes: Spin-echo T1-weighted (TR/TE: 786/17) in coronal and sagittal
oblique planes; and TR/TE 450/12 in axial plane
Patient position: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
Full-thickness tears: an increase signal on the T1-weighted in the entire extension of the
rotator cuff
Partial thickness tears: an increased signal in not whole extension of the cuff
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes Rawdatawere given and it was possible to back-calculate this from the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was open surgery
and the target conditions were presence of
any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears
and partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 80 eligible participants, only 30 re-
ceived the reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No The result of the index test probably influ-
enced the choice of the reference standard
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Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
No The results of 50 (62.5%) patients were not
reported
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
No Not reported
Gagey 1993
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients with a rotator cuff syndrome resistant to any medical treat-
ment and indication for surgery
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary
Participants Place of study: Paris, France
Period of study: 15 months period
Number of participants eligible: 38 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and open surgery: 38 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and open surgery: 38 participants
Age (mean): 47 years
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Male/Female: 14/24
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the results of the MRI with the open surgery
Study design: Prospective accuracy cohort study. Unclear whether consecutive recruit-
ment
Language: French
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
Visual identification of the tears by the surgeon
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
- Description of technique:
MRI unit: 1.5 T surface circular coil
Sequences: Spin-echo T2-weighted (TR/TE: 2000/25 to 75; TR/TE 1500/25 to 75) and
TR/TE 300 to 500/20
Planes: Sagittal and coronal
Patient position: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
Increased signal on T2-weighted images
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes Mr Jean-Philippe Regnaux andMr Ludovic Trinquart kindly translated into English and
extracted the data of this study
The same population of this study was also reported in Gagey 1991
No two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given, but it was possible to back-calculate
this from the reported summary data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was open surgery
and the target conditions were presence of
any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears
and partial thickness tears
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Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard, regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The number of results reported agrees with
the number of patients recruited
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
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Iannotti 2005
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants with a clinical diagnosis of rotator cuff symptoms, con-
sisting of pain, decreased function, and/or weakness
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary and secondary
Participants Place of study: Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 98 participants (99 shoulders)
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and arthroscopy or open surgery: 98 participants (99 shoulders)
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 98 participants (99 shoulders)
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and arthroscopy or open surgery: 98 participants (99 shoulders)
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 98 participants (99 shoulders)
Age: Not reported
Gender: Not reported
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To define the accuracy of US, when performed in an orthopaedic
surgeon’s office, for the diagnosis of rotator cuff tears
Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct
comparison between MRI and US
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy or open surgery
- Description of technique(s): Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
Full thickness tears: a gap in the tendon; the involved tendons were measured with a
calibrated probe or ruler, and the total tendon gap was measured in centimetres prior to
débridement of the tendon edges
Partial thickness tears: on either the bursal or the articular surface was identified as
tendon-fraying and loss of tendon substance
The size of the partial thickness tears was measured after débridement of the frayed
portions of the tendon
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and US
- Description of technique:
MRI
MRI unit: 1.5-T magnet
Sequences and Planes: T1 and T2-weighted image sequences in the sagittal and coronal
oblique and axial planes
Patient position: Not reported
US
Scanner: 7.5 MHz transducer
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Technique: Static and dynamic examinations
Imageswere obtained in transverse plane scans of the biceps tendon; longitudinal and par-
allel scans of the subscapularis tendon; perpendicular and parallel scans of the supraspina-
tus and infraspinatus tendons
Patient position: Both the patient and the examiner seated on backless stools facing each
other
The patient positioned the arm at the side with the elbow bent to 90o
- Criteria for a positive result:
MRI: Full thickness tears: a fluid filled the gap in the tendon on the T2-weighted sagittal
or coronal oblique images
Partial thickness tears: an increase signal on the T1-weighted images, with brighter signal
on the T2-weighted paired image
The location of the tear was defined by the tendon(s) involved
US: Full thickness tears: a gap in the tendon substance with retraction with increased
echogenic signal from the exposed articular cartilage of the humeral head
Partial thickness tears: an increase echogenic signal intensity or a focal decrease in the
thickness of the tendon or both
The location of the tear was defined by the tendon(s) involved
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from US to MRI: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Yes Tertiary or secondary care, participants
with suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was consecutive
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was arthroscopy or
open surgery and the target conditionswere
presence of full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report how many pa-
tients had US and did not proceed to
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surgery
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and the results
of the index tests were interpreted before
the reference standard
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were known to
the person interpreting the reference tests
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Yes The authors had knowledge of history,
physical findings and radiographs
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
No Performace of index tests was not by radi-
ologist or surgeon and they had only two
training sections
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
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Kang 2009
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants with clinical findings of impingement and suspected
rotator cuff tear referred for MRA
Exclusion criteria: Participants with previous rotator cuff repair, dislocation, previous
humeral fracture, and infectious or inflammatory arthritis were excluded from the study
Participants who showed clinical improvement while scheduled for surgery and refused
it
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Seoul, Korea
Period of study: February 2007 to August 2008
Number of participants eligible: 128 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRA and arthroscopy: 50 participants
- 3D-US and arthroscopy: 50 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRA and arthroscopy: 50 participants
- 3D-US and arthroscopy: 50 participants
Age: mean 55.6 years (range 22 to 78 years)
Male/Female: 32/18
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the diagnostic performance of three-dimensional (3D)
US andMRA for both the detection of supraspinatus tendon tears and the quantification
of their size, with arthroscopic findings used as the standard
Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct
comparison between MRA and 3D-US
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
In a partial thickness tear or in which the initial arthroscopic findings differed from those
reported on the imaging, the rotator cuff was examined from both the articular side and
the bursal side
Cuff tear size was measured with a calibrated probe using the posterior portal to measure
the anterior-posterior dimension and the lateral portal to measure the medial-lateral
dimension
- Criteria for a positive result:
The presence or absence of a full or partial thickness tear was noted at the arthroscopy
An estimate of tear size was performed by the location of the medial edge of the tear
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRA and 3D-US
- Description of technique:
MRA
MRI unit: 3.0 T magnet with a dedicated shoulder coil
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Sequences and Planes: Fat-suppressed T1-weighted spin-echo images (TR/TE, 650 to
750/12) in the transverse plane, sagittal oblique plane and coronal oblique plane. T2-
weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) images (4000 to 4500/70) in the sagittal oblique and
coronal oblique plane
Contrast and procedure: 12 to 15 mL of diluted gadopentetate dimeglumine with a
concentration of 2.0 mmol/L
The procedure involved direct intra-articular injection with fluoroscopic guidance
Patient position: Supine with the arm in neutral position
3D US
Scanner: 8 to 15 MHz with a dedicated 3D-volume transducer
Technique: Images were obtained in longitudinal scans of supraspinatus tendon 3D-US
data were transferred to a separate workstation which was equipped with various post-
processing software that allowed display and interactive analysis of the 3D data
In the section mode the volume data were visualised in three orthogonal scan planes, i.
e., longitudinal, transverse, and the C-plane (parallel to the surface of the transducer)
Patient position: Patients with the arm in internal rotation, as the patient placed his or
her arm on the buttock
- Criteria for a positive result:
MRA: Full-thickness tears: the extension of the contrast medium through the entire
thickness of the rotator cuff or presence of the contrast medium in the subacromial-
subdeltoid bursa or both
Partial thickness tears: no communication between the glenohumeral joint and the sub-
acromial-subdeltoid bursa
3D-US: Full thickness tear: a hypoechoic zone extending through the entire substance
of the cuff or segmental or complete loss of rotator cuff substance with visualised tear
margins or non-visualisation of the cuff
Partial thickness tear: a focal hypoechoic or anechoic defect in the tendon involving
either the bursal or the articular surface and manifesting in both longitudinal transverse
planes
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from 3D-US to MRA: The index tests were performed sequentially on the same
day beginning with 3D-US and ending with the MRA
- Time from index test to reference standard: mean 24.9 days (range 4 to 99 days
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The rotator cuff tears were focused on only supraspinatus tendon tears
A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Population was patients with suspected of
having any rotator cuff tears The study was
prospective and recruitment was consecu-
tive
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The care setting was not specified
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target conditions were presence of
full thickness tears and partial thickness
tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Yes The average interval between reference
standard and index test was less than one
month
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 128 eligible participants only 50
(39%) underwent to reference standard
16 patients (12.5%) refused surgery as they
had improved and it was unclear why the
other patients did not receive the reference
standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No Probably the result of the index test influ-
enced the choice of the reference standard
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The index tests were interpreted before and
without knowledge of the reference stan-
dard results
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were probably
known to the person interpreting the refer-
ence tests
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
No The results of 78 (41%) patients were not
reported
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreter of MRA was a muscu-
loskeletal radiologist with 15 years experi-
ence
The interpreters of US were two radiolo-
gists with respectively 5 and 10 years expe-
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rience performing musculoskeletal US
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Lambert 2009
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Not reported
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: Dijon, France
Period of study: November 2005 to June 2007
Number of participants eligible: 192 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and arthroscopy or open surgery: 48 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and arthroscopy or open surgery: 48 participants
Age (mean): 56 years
Gender: Not reported
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To demonstrate the value of 3.0 T MRI for the detection of rotator
cuff tendon tears
Study design: Prospective, accuracy cohort study
Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy or open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
- Description of technique:
MRI unit: 3.0 T scanner with a shoulder coil
Sequences and Planes: Fat suppressed TSE T2-weighted in three planes (TR/TE 3000/
39)
A sagittal T1-weighted sequence to detect fatty muscle atrophy
Patient position: Not reported
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- Criteria for a positive result:
Full thickness tears: presence of hyperintense fluid signal with a communication between
the glenohumeral joint and subacromial space
Partial thickness tears: hyperintense fluid signal or irregularity at the articular or bursal
surface of the tendon
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: mean 77.6 days (range 22 to 169 days)
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
No Unknown why patients had MRI shoulder
as included all people who had one at their
institution of a period of time November
2005 to June 2007
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was shoulder
arthroscopy or open surgery and the target
condition were presence of any rotator cuff
tears, full thickness tears and partial thick-
ness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
No The average interval between reference
standard and index test was 77.6 days
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the in-
dex test underwent a reference standard to
verify their true disease status. Of the 192
eligible participants, only 48 underwent to
reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were known to
the person interpreting the reference tests
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Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Martin-Hervas 2001
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients with shoulder pain and limited movement
Exclusion criteria: Patients with claustrophobia, metallic implants, and pacemaker
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Madrid, Spain
Period of study: During 1998
Number of participants eligible: 140 shoulders
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and arthroscopy or open surgery: 61 shoulders
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 72 shoulders
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and arthroscopy or open surgery: 61 shoulders
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 61 shoulders
Age: Not reported
Male/Female: 25/36
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the accuracy of US and MRI in the diagnosis of rotator
cuff injuries (focusing on supraspinatus tears) using arthroscopy or open surgery findings
as the gold standard
Study design: Prospective accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct comparison
between US and MRI
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Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy or open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and US
- Description of technique:
MRI
MRI unit: 0.5 T superconducting magnet
Sequences: Spin echo T1-weighted sequences for coronal and oblique plane images and
gradient echo T2*-weighted sequences for axial and oblique coronal images; when the
supraspinatus tendon showed a suggestive increased signal intensity, spin echo T2-
weighted sequences were performed
Planes: Axial, oblique coronal and oblique sagittal images
Patient position: Patient in a supine position and the arm in a neutral position
US
Scanner: 7.5 MHz high-resolution linear electronic transducer
Technique and Patient position: Images were obtained in transverse and longitudinal plane
scans on the anterior plane of a shoulder with a neutrally rotated humerus to visualise
bicipital and subscapularis bursae and axilla
Next, sections of the shoulder were performed with internal humeral rotation, and the
transducer was moved laterally to visualise the supraspinatus tendon and subacromial
bursa
The last images were obtained in the posterior plane with the humerus in a neutral
position to visualise the infraspinatus and teres minor tendons
- Criteria for a positive result:
MRI: Full thickness tears: hypersignal on the T1- and T2-weighted images or any irreg-
ularity in the borders of the entire thickness of the tendon
Partial thickness tears: any irregularity within the tendon or at the bursal or joint surfaces
US: Full thickness tears: complete absence of the tendon, focal atrophy, a concave border,
liquid-filled hypoechoic bands, and/or lineal hyperechoic bands
Partial thickness tears: heterogeneous tendon with hypoechoic areas (> 3 mm) that do
not reach both sides of the tear and an irregular or indented border
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from MRI and US: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Less than 6 months
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The rotator cuff tears were focused on only supraspinatus tendon tears
No two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given, but it was possible to back-calculate
this from the reported summary data
Table of Methodological Quality
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Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Tertiary or secondary care, participants
with suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears
The study was prospective
It was unclear whether consecutive recruit-
ment
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was arthroscopy or
open surgery and the target conditionswere
presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thick-
ness tears and partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The interval between tests was not clearly
reported
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and the results
of the index tests were interpreted before
the reference standard
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear The interpreter of index test was a mus-
culoskeletal radiologist Experience was not
reported
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Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Milosavljevic 2005
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants with shoulder symptoms longer than 3 months duration
and clinical findings of impingement and suspected rotator cuff tears were referred for
US of the shoulder
The patients had pain at rest and during motion, the pain-provoking test was positive,
and some patients had weakness of the rotator cuff muscles
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Participants with shoulder symptoms longer than 3 months
duration
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Uppsala, Sweden
Period of study: February 1999 to October 2002
Number of participants eligible: 185 participants (190 shoulders)
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and arthroscopy: 185 participants (190 shoulders)
Data available for analyses:
- US and arthroscopy: 185 participants (190 shoulders)
Age: mean 57 years (range 22 to 78 years)
Male/Female: 114/71
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To evaluate the accuracy of high-resolution shoulder US compared
with arthroscopy in a large group of consecutive patients with clinically suspected rotator
cuff disease
Study design: Prospective consecutive accuracy cohort study
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
Patient in the beach-chair position under general anaesthesia
Posterior and anterior portal were used
The cartilage of the humeral head and the glenoid fossa, the labrum ligament complex,
the biceps tendon, the intraarticular portion of the subscapular tendon, and the underside
of the rotator cuff were inspected
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- Criteria for a positive result:
In the same manner as for the US findings, i.e. intact cuff, full thickness tears, or partial
thickness tears (see below)
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 10 MHz linear-array transducer
Technique: All tendons were examined in longitudinal and transversal plane
Patient position: Both patient and examiner seated on rotatable chairs without armrests
The examiner faced the patient and was seated at the patient’s right side
- Criteria for a positive result:
Full thickness tears: defect (hypoechoic zone) extending through the entire substance
of the cuff; focal, mixed hyper- and hypoechoic lesion extending through the entire
substance of the cuff; focal thinningwith visiblemargins of the tear; and non-visualisation
of the cuff
Partial thickness tears: mixed hyper- and hypoechoic focus or a hypoechoic lesion visu-
alised in two orthogonal imaging planes located within the tendon substance but not
extending to the surface or with either articular or bursal extension
- Time from symptoms to index test: More than 3 months
- Time from index test to reference standard: mean 6 months (range 1 day to 18 months)
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Population was patients with suspected of
having any rotator cuff tears The study was
prospective and recruitment was consecu-
tive
The care setting was not specified
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target conditions were presence of
any rotator cuff tear, full thickness tears and
partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
No The average interval between reference
standard and index test was 6 months
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
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Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
No When there was disagreement between in-
dex test and reference standard findings the
results of index test (US) were re-evaluated
to explain discrepancy
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The studywas prospective, recruitmentwas
consecutive and results were reported for
all initially included participants
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear The interpreter of index tests was a radiol-
ogist
Training and expertise were not described
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
three shoulder surgeons Training and ex-
pertise were not described
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
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Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants with symptoms and physical findings consistent with
chronic tendinitis or with degeneration or a tear of the rotator cuff
Patients who had signs indicating stage II or stage III impingement were included
Exclusion criteria: Patients who had an acute injury or who had symptoms for less than
one year were excluded
Patients were excluded if they had a previous operation on the affected shoulder, if they
had any associated disorders of the shoulder (such as arthritis or instability), or if they
had cervical radiculopathy or peripheral neuropathy
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Indianapolis, Indiana, USA
Period of study: January 1988 to June 1989
Number of participants eligible: 82 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 32 participants
Data available for analyses:
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 32 participants
Age: mean 47 years (range 35 to 65 years)
Male/Female: 26/6
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the accuracy of arthrography compared with US in the
evaluation of thirty-two patients who had a degenerative lesion of the rotator cuff
Study design: Prospective consecutive accuracy cohort study
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of full thickness tears and partial thickness rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy or open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
Full thickness tear: an obvious defect localised to the tendon of the rotator cuff was seen
or alternatively when there was no echo of the rotator cuff
An abnormality of echogenicity alone was not considered to be a tear
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes No two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given, but it was possible to back-calculate
this from the reported summary data for detecting any rotator cuff tears
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Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Population was patients with suspected of
having any rotator cuff tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was consecutive
The care setting was not specified
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was arthroscopy or
open surgery and the target conditionswere
presence of full and partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 82 eligible participants, 32 patients
received the reference standard
For 50 patients the symptoms were not se-
vere enough to justify surgery or satisfac-
tory improvement was achieved with con-
servative treatment
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No Probably the result of the index test influ-
enced the choice of the reference standard
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The index tests were interpreted before and
without knowledge of the reference stan-
dard results
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of index tests were probably
known to the person interpreting the refer-
ence standard
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes Results were reported for all initially in-
cluded participants
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Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes The number and reasons of all withdrawals
from the study were explained
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreters of index tests were radiol-
ogists who were skilled in the technique
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
one of the authors (orthopaedic surgeon)
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Mohtadi 2004
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients with shoulder pain at night or with overhead activity greater
than 3 months duration or both
A minimum of 3 of the following 6 clinical findings: a painful arc of motion in the
scapular plane (60° to 120°) of elevation; pain-related weakness on resisted elevation
in the scapular plane; Neer’s impingement sign; Hawkin’s impingement sign; point of
maximal tenderness over the supraspinatus tendon; and positive impingement xylocaine
test
Failure of conservative management
The patients consented toundergo shoulder arthroscopy and subacromial decompression
Exclusion criteria: Patients with symptoms of instability
Signs of instability
Point of maximum tenderness over the acromioclavicular joint
Any signs or symptoms consistent with associated cervical spine pathology Previous
surgery, arthrography, ultrasound, or MRI
Duration of symptoms: More than 3 months of symptoms
Previous treatments: Conservativemanagement (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs,
physiotherapy, home-based rehabilitation, cortisone injections, and modification of ac-
tivity)
Care setting: Tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Period of study: 1998 to 2000
Number of participants eligible: 73 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- Indirect MRA and arthroscopy: 58 participants
Data available for analyses:
- Indirect MRA and arthroscopy: 58 participants
Age: mean 46.2 years (range 21 to 73 years)
Male/Female: 43/15
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Of these 58 patients, 91.4% reported pain at night and 96.6% reported
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pain with activity above shoulder level
Study design Primary objective: Todetermine the diagnostic ability ofMRI comparedwith a reference
standard, arthroscopy, in patients presenting with shoulder pain consistent with the signs
and symptoms of shoulder impingement
Study design: Prospective, consecutive accuracy cohort study
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence full thickness tears and partial thickness supraspinatus ten-
don tears
Presence of any infraspinatus tendon tears
Presence of any subscapularis tendon tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
In accordance with the standardised 15-point protocol of Snyder classification This in-
cluded standard posterior and anterior portal examination with subsequent visualisation
in the subacromial bursa
The subacromial (bursal) examination was not performed
All surgeries were videotaped
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): Indirect MRA
- Description of technique:
MRI unit: 1.5 T with conventional shoulder coil
Sequences and Planes: Axial water density (TR/TR 1000/20) and multi-planar gradient
recalled (TR/TE 400/20, flip angle20o)
Oblique coronal fast multi-planar inversion recovery (TR/TE 4600/28, inversion time
150)
Oblique coronal post-gadolinium fat-saturatedT1-weighted (TR/TE 400/8) and sagittal
T1-weighted (TR/TE 400/8)
Contrast and procedure: Intravenous gadolinium administration
Patient position: Supine with the arm in a neutral position
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
- Time from symptoms to index test: More than 3 months of symptoms
- Time from index test to reference standard: Upon entry into the study patients were
scheduled to undergo MRI within 1 week before arthroscopy
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The analyses of rotator cuff tears were focused on only supraspinatus and subscapularis
tendons tears
No two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given, but it was possible to back-calculate
this from the reported summary data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
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Representative spectrum?
All tests
Yes Tertiary or secondary care, participants
with suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was consecutive
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target conditions were presence
full thickness tears and partial thickness
supraspinatus tendon tears; presence of any
infraspinatus tendon tears; presence of any
subscapularis tendon tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Yes Patients were scheduled to undergo MRI
within 1 week before arthroscopy
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 73 eligible participants, eight can-
celled the surgery and seven did not un-
dergo MRI within a week and were ex-
cluded but their results were not reported
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The index tests were interpreted before and
without knowledge of the reference stan-
dard results
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Yes Before and during diagnostic arthroscopy,
the surgeon was blinded to the MRI results
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective recruitment was
consecutive and results were reported for
all initially included participants
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes The number and reasons of all withdrawals
from the study were explained
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Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear The interpreter of index tests was a muscu-
loskeletal radiologist Training and expertise
were not described
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
two experienced orthopaedic surgeons
Training and expertise were not described
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
No Not reported
Nicoletti 1994
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients who had shoulder pain and signs and symptoms of rotator
cuff tears with failure of conservative treatment
Exclusion criteria: Patients with suspected of instability and neurologic symptoms
Duration of symptoms: More than 3 months
Previous treatments: Physiotherapy
Care setting: Tertiary
Participants Place of study: Sao Paulo, Brazil
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 48 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and arthroscopy: 48 participants
Data available for analyses:
- US and arthroscopy: 48 participants
Age: mean 48 years (range 19 to 79 years)
Male/Female: 16/32
Dominant arm: 65%
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To evaluate the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of arthrography
and US to detect rotator cuff tears
Study design: Unclear whether prospective design
Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Language: Portuguese
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
Patient in lateral position with traction in the operative limb
The posterior and anterior portals were used to visualise the glenohumeral and subacro-
mial spaces
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
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Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 5 or 7 MHz linear transducer in real time
Technique and Patient position: As described by Crass 1985
- Criteria for a positive result:
US signs were: focal or diffuse thinning or non-visualisation of tendon(s)
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given which tallied with the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Unclear whether prospective design and
consecutive recruitment
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target condition was presence of
any rotator cuff tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
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Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The number of results reported agrees with
the number of patients recruited
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreter of index tests was a muscu-
loskeletal radiologist
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standards were performed by
an experienced shoulder surgeon
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Sipola 2010
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants with acute or chronic shoulder pain and suspicion of
rotator cuff tears
Patients who had undergone conservative treatment without sufficient symptom relief
Exclusion criteria: Time elapsed between index test and reference standard was more
than 12 months
Duration of symptoms (pain): mean 21 months (range 2 to 144 months
Previous treatments: Conservative treatment including physiotherapy for at least 3
months
Care setting: Tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: Kuopio, Finland
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 79 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRA and arthroscopy or open surgery: 75 participants
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 77 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRA and arthroscopy or open surgery: 75 participants
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 77 participants
Age: mean 57 years (range 42 to 76 years)
Male/Female: 40/37
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: The etiology of suspected tear was traumatic in 22% and degenerative
in 78% of the participants
Study design Primary objective: To compare the accuracy of US and MRA for the detection and
measurement of rotator cuff tears using surgical findings as the standard in a prospective
study setting
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Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct
comparison between MRA and US
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy or mini-open
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
The size and type (partial/full thickness) of tendon tear was determined and measured
from anterior to posterior and from lateral to medial dimensions A sterile ruler or a
calibrated arthroscopic probe was used to define both the anteroposterior and the medi-
olateral size of the tear
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRA and US
- Description of technique:
MRA
MRI unit: 1.5 T scanner equipped with a flexible surface coil
Sequences and Planes: Oblique coronal T1-weighted spin-echo (TR/TE 650/20); a T2-
weighted fat-saturated dual-echo fast spin-echo (FSE), 3500/16; oblique sagittal T2-
weighted dual-echo FSE, 3500/16, 98; axial T2*-weighted gradient echo two-dimen-
sional FLASH, 580/15, flip angle 15o ; a T1-weighted fat-saturated SE, 800/20; T1-
weighted fat-saturated spin-echo 800/20 images in the sagittal oblique, coronal oblique
and axial planes, and T2-weighted FSE 4500/96 images in the coronal oblique plane
Contrast and procedure: 10 to 20 mL of gadopentetate dimeglumine in a concentration
of 469.01 mg/mL was diluted in 250 mL of saline
The procedure involved direct intra-articular injection
Patient position: Not reported
Seven participants underwent to MRI only (without an intra-articular contrast)
US
Scanner: 7.5 MHz linear-array transducers in real-time
Technique: Images were obtained on the long and short axes of the tendon
Patient position: The subscapularis tendon was evaluated with the forearm rotated exter-
nally
The supraspinatus tendon was assessed with the arm on the ipsilateral side The
supraspinatus was assessed with the hand behind the patient’s back (Crass position) or
on the waist (modified Crass position) (Crass 1987; Ferri 2005)
The infraspinatus tendon was assessed with the patient placed the ipsilateral hand across
the chest on top of the contralateral shoulder
- Criteria for a positive result:
MRA: Full thickness tears: the contrast agent was detected on theMR image throughout
the full thickness of the rotator cuff and/or when the contrast agent was detected in the
subacromial bursa
Partial thickness tears: the contrast agent entered the cuff substance without reaching
the subacromial bursa
US: Full thickness tears: hypoechoic area or volume loss extended from the bursal surface
to the articular surface of the tendon
Otherwise the tear was diagnosed as a partial thickness tear
- Time from symptoms to index test: mean 21 months (range 2 to 144 months
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- Time from MRA and US: in the same day
- Time from index test to reference standard: mean 2.3 months (range 0 to 9.5 months)
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Of the 77 patients, two (3%) could not undergo
MRA due to claustrophobia
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Yes Tertiary or secondary care, participants
with suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was consecutive
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was arthroscopy or
open surgery and the target conditionswere
presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thick-
ness tears and partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
No The average interval between reference
standard and index test was 2.3 months
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes Only two patients (2.5%) were excluded of
study because of delay in surgery 12months
due to medical illness
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No The choice
of reference standard (arthroscopy or open
surgery) varied between individuals
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
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Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The studywas prospective, recruitmentwas
consecutive and results were reported for
all initially included participants
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes The number and reasons of all withdrawals
from the study were explained
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreter of MRA was a radiologist
who had 1 year of experience in muscu-
loskeletalMRIat the beginning of the study
The interpreters of US were three radiolo-
gists each with more than 10 years experi-
ence in shoulder US
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
three experienced orthopaedic surgeons
Training and expertise were not described
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Stetson 2005
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients with chronic shoulder pain who were suspected of having
a rotator cuff abnormality underwent MRA with use of an intra-articular injection of
gadolinium
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: Burbank, California, USA
Period of study: During 2 years
Number of participants eligible: 50 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRA and arthroscopy: 50 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRA and arthroscopy: 50 participants
Age: Not reported
Gender: Not reported
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To detect partial thickness articular-sided rotator cuff tears using an
intra-articular injection of gadolinium and MRI
Study design: Prospective accuracy cohort
Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
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Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence partial articular-side thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
All participants were taken to surgery and underwent a complete 15-point glenohumeral
arthroscopic examination
The presence or absence of articular-sided rotator cuff tears was recorded
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRA
- Description of technique:
MRI unit: 1.5 T scanner.
Sequences and Planes: Axial proton-density-weighted image with fat suppression, oblique
coronal proton-density-weighted image, oblique coronal T2-weighted with fat suppres-
sion, oblique sagittal T1-weighted, and oblique sagittal proton-density-weighted image
with fat suppression. In addition, axial T1-weighted with fat suppression, oblique coro-
nal T1-weighted with fat suppression
Contrast and procedure: 1.5 mL of gadolinium with normal saline solution intra-articu-
larly into the glenohumeral joint under fluoroscopic control
Patient position: Supine in neutral position and abduction and external rotation images
were also acquired
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The authors described as false positive the four patients who were incorrectly diagnosed
with MRA, as having a full thickness tear, but, at the time of shoulder arthroscopy, they
had partial thickness articular-sided tears
To make concordance with our analyses we described these participants as false negative
No two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given, but it was possible to back-calculate
this from the reported summary data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear The study was prospective and the popu-
lation was participants with shoulder pain
and suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears. However, it was unclear whether
there was consecutive recruitment
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target condition was presence of
partial articular-side rotator cuff tears
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Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard, regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were probably
known to the person interpreting the refer-
ence tests
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The number of results reported agrees with
the number of patients recruited
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreter of index tests was a fellow-
ship-trained musculoskeletal radiologist
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
No Not reported
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Swen 1998
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients awaiting surgery because of clinically suspected of rotator
cuff tears
The clinical diagnosis of rotator cuff tears was based on marked difficulty in initiating
abduction of the arm with weakness and limitation of movement Lidocaine was injected
below the acromion, if after the injection the strength of the rotator cuff was still de-
creased; this was considered to indicate rotator cuff tears
Exclusion criteria: Patients with neurologic origins of the weakness
Duration of symptoms: mean 2.3 years (range 0.3 to 10 years)
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported, probably tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: The Netherlands
Period of study: January 1993 to December 1995
Number of participants eligible: 48 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 48 participants
Data available for analyses:
- US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 48 participants
Age: mean 55 years (range 30 to 76 years)
Male/Female: 28/20
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the diagnostic value of US performed by the rheuma-
tologist with that of arthrography by a radiologist for otherwise healthy patients with
suspected rotator cuff tears
Study design: Prospective consecutive accuracy cohort study
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence full thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy and open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result:
A full-thickness was diagnosed if free communication was found between the bursal and
humeral sides of the cuff
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 7.5 MHz linear array and the 5.0 MHz curved array transducers
Technique: The shoulder was examined in the anterior, lateral, and posterior directions,
in both the transverse and the longitudinal planes as described by Van Holsbeeck 1991
Patient position: The patients were seated
For the anterior approach, the patient’s upper arm was visualised in internal rotation,
which was achieved by placing the patient’s hand behind the back
- Criteria for a positive result:
Full thickness tears: a discontinuity in the rotator cuff extending from the bursal to the
humeral side of the rotator cuff
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
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Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given which tallied with the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Yes Tertiary or secondary care
Participants with suspected of having any
rotator cuff tears The study was prospective
and recruitment was consecutive
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy or
open surgery and the target conditionswere
presence of full thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard, regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and the results
of the index tests were interpreted before
the reference standard
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The studywas prospective, recruitmentwas
consecutive and results were reported for
all initially included participants
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Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreter of index testswas a rheuma-
tologist with experience in this technique
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Swen 1999
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients awaiting surgery because of a clinically suspected rotator cuff
tears
The clinical diagnosis of rotator cuff tears was based on marked difficulty in initiating
abduction of the arm with weakness and limitation of movement Lidocaine was injected
below the acromion, if after the injection the strength of the rotator cuff was still de-
creased; this was considered to indicate rotator cuff tears
Exclusion criteria: Patients with neurologic origins of the weakness
Duration of symptoms: mean 2.3 years (range 0.3 to 8 years)
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Probably tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: The Netherlands
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 21 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and arthroscopy: 21 participants
- US and arthroscopy: 21 participants
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and arthroscopy: 21 participants
- US and arthroscopy: 21 participants
Age (mean/SD): 54/12 years
Male/Female: 12/9
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: In four patients the shoulder complaints could be attributed to trauma
Study design Primary objective: To evaluate the ability of US andMRI to detect full thickness rotator
cuff tears in patients with a clinically suspected rotator cuff tears as a solitary non-
inflammatory condition
Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct
comparison between MRI and US
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Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence full thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
First the arthroscope was introduced in the glenohumeral joint and then into the sub-
acromial space
After introducing the scope into the subacromial space, the bursa was removed to enable
examination of the bursal side of the cuff
- Criteria for a positive result:
A full-thickness was diagnosed if free communication was found between the bursal and
humeral sides of the cuff
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and US
- Description of technique:
MRI
MRI unit: 1.0T system with a dedicated shoulder coil as receiver
Sequences: T1-weighted (TR/TE 680/15) and a standard T2 coronal spin-echo sequence
(TR/TE 3000/15,105 ms)
Planes: Oblique coronal
Patient position: Supine position
US
Scanner: 7.5 MHz linear array and the 5.0 MHz curved array transducers
Technique: The shoulder was examined in the anterior, lateral, and posterior directions,
in both the transverse and the longitudinal planes as described by Van Holsbeeck 1991
Patient position: The patients were seated
For the anterior approach, the patient’s upper arm was visualised in internal rotation,
which was achieved by placing the patient’s hand behind the back
- Criteria for a positive result:
MRI: Full-thickness tears: a focal, well-defined area of increased signal intensity on T1-
weighted and T2-weighted images that extended through the entire thickness of the
tendon
US: Full-thickness tears: a discontinuity in the rotator cuff, extending from the bursal
to the humeral side of the rotator cuff
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from Conventional MRA and 3D isotropic MRA: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: MRI and US were performed within 3
weeks before surgery
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The results of index test were interpreted by two experiencedmusculoskeletal radiologists
The data of only one reader (reader 1) were arbitrarily chosen to be included in our
analyses
Rawdatawere given and it was possible to back-calculate this from the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
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Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Yes Tertiary or secondary care, participants
with suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was consecutive
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target condition was presence of
full thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Yes The index tests were performed within 3
weeks of surgery
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard, regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and the results
of the index tests were interpreted before
the reference standard
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
No The interpreters were blinded to history
and physical examination
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The studywas prospective, recruitmentwas
consecutive and results were reported for
all initially included participants
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear A rheumatologist and a radiologist, both
experienced with this test
In fact they had different results but this
was not examined in this study
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Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
a single experienced surgeon
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Taboury 1992
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Not reported
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary
Participants Place of study: Paris, France
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 24 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and open surgery: 24 participants
Data available for analyses:
- US and open surgery: 24 participants
Age: Not reported
Gender: Not reported
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the results of US to open surgery in order to evaluate
the characteristics of the rotator cuff tears
Study design: Prospective accuracy cohort study
Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Language: French
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 5 to 10 MHz linear or vectorial short focal probe
Technique: Static and dynamic examination of rotator cuff tendons
Patient position: Patients seated with the arm in adduction and internal rotation by asking
the patients to place their arm behind their back
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
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Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes Mr Jean-Philippe Regnaux andMr Ludovic Trinquart kindly translated into English and
extracted the data of this study
A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was open surgery
and the target condition was presence of
any rotator cuff tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All participants included in the analyses re-
ceived open surgery, regardless of the results
of their index test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The person undertaking the index test was
blinded to the results of the standard refer-
ence
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Yes The reference standard results were per-
formed blind to the results of the index test
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The number of results reported agrees with
the number of patients recruited
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
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Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
No Not reported
Teefey 2004
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Acute or chronic shoulder pain accompanied by a high clinical sus-
picion of rotator cuff disease
Exclusion criteria: Participants with severe claustrophobia, which is a contraindication
formagnetic resonance imaging; a previous operationon the shoulder; a humeral fracture;
and inflammatory arthritis
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported, probable tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: St. Louis, Missouri, USA
Period of study: December 1998 and April 2001
Number of participants eligible: 130 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and arthroscopy: 71 shoulders
- US and arthroscopy: 71 shoulders
Data available for analyses:
- MRI and arthroscopy: 71 shoulders
- US and arthroscopy: 71 shoulders
Age: mean 59 (range 31 to 80 years)
Male/Female: 41/30
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To compare the diagnostic performances of US andMRI for both the
detection of a rotator cuff tear and the quantification of its size, with use of arthroscopic
findings as the standard
Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct
comparison between US and MRI
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique:
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The rotator cuff was examined fromboth the articular and the bursal side. A tagged suture
(number-1 PDS [polydioxanone]) was placed, during intra-articular viewing, through
the suspected region of the cuff tear to guide arthroscopic bursal imaging
- Criteria for a positive result:
The presence or absence of a rotator cuff tear and the size and extent of the tear, when
present, were recorded. Specifically, the presence or absence of a full thickness tear or of
a bursal or articular-side partial thickness tear and the width (perpendicular to the long
axis of the cuff fibres) of any tear that was found were recorded
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and US
- Description of technique:
MRI
MRI unit: 1.5 T with high field strength with a two-piece shoulder array coil (54 partic-
ipants); and with flexible local coils (17 participants)
Sequences: Fat-suppressed, fast-spin-echo, proton-density-weighted, spin-echo, or fast-
spin-echo and transverse, T2-weighted, fast-spin-echo images with or without fat sup-
pression
Planes: Oblique coronal and oblique sagittal
Patient position: Not reported
US
Scanner: 7.5 to 9 MHz linear-array transducer in real-time
Technique and Patient position: As previously described (Teefey 2000).
- Criteria for a positive result:
MRI: Full thickness tears: complete disruption of all tendon fibres or when the signal
within the cuff tendons was isointense compared with fluid on the T2-weighted images
and extended from the articular to the bursal surface on one or more images. Partial
thickness tears: fluid-intensity signal within the tendons was in contact with only one of
the surfaces
US: Full thickness tears: non-visualisation of rotator cuff or a focal defect in the rotator
cuff created by a variable degree of retraction of the torn tendon ends. Partial thickness
tears: minimal flattening of the bursal side of the rotator cuff (bursal-side tear) or a
distinct hypoechoic or mixed hyperechoic and hypoechoic defect visualized in both
the longitudinal and the transverse plane at the deep articular side of the rotator cuff
(articular-side tear)
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from US and MRI: MRI was performed on the same day as the US for all but
three patients, two of whom had the studies six days apart and one of whom had them
one day apart
- Time from index test to reference standard: mean 56 days (range 2 to 190 days)
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes Part of population (only the participants with full thickness rotator cuff tears) of this
study was also reported in Teefey 2005
A two-by-two table of the ITs and RSwas given, which talliedwith the reported summary
data with a few discrepancy
Table of Methodological Quality
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Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target condition were presence of
any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears
and partial thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
No The average interval between reference
standard and index test was 56 days
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 130 eligible participants 71 under-
went to reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No The result of the index test probably influ-
enced the choice of the reference standard
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The person undertaking the index test was
blinded to the results of the standard refer-
ence
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were known to
the person interpreting the reference tests
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreter of MRI was one of six radi-
ologists with extensive experience in mus-
culoskeletal magnetic resonance imaging
The interpreter of US was one of two radi-
ologistswhowere very experiencedwith the
technique and who had conducted more
than 2500 examinations during a 10-year
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period
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
an experienced orthopaedic surgeon
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Venu 2002
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants with clinical supraspinatus impingement syndrome and
failure of clinical improvements with conservative treatment within one year of onset of
symptoms
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Probably more than one year
Previous treatments: Shoulder physiotherapy and sub-acromial steroid injections
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Eastbourne, UK
Period of study: June 1997 to June 1999
Number of participants eligible: 276 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and arthroscopy: 41 participants
Data available for analyses:
- US and arthroscopy: 41 participants
Age: mean 54 years (range 34 to 79 years)
Male/Female: 24/17
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To determine the accuracy of ultrasound compared with arthroscopy
in the evaluation of the symptomatic supraspinatus tendon and to identify whether
ultrasound diagnosis was helpful in pre-operative planning
Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of normal tendon, tendinopathy, partial thickness tear, full
thickness tear, and rotator cuff rupture
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 5 to 10 MHz using a linear array transducer
Technique: Longitudinal and transverse views of the supraspinatus
Patient position: Patient probably seated with the shoulder internally rotated to visualise
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the supraspinatus tendon
- Criteria for a positive result:
Tendinopathy: thickened and often decreased echogenicity
Partial thickness tears: a hypo-or hyperechoic tendon defect not involving the full thick-
ness of the tendon
Full thickness tears: a hypo or hyperechoic tendon defect involving the full thickness of
the tendon
Rupture: the tendon was absent with often only the retracted proximal tendon visualised
- Time from symptoms to index test: More than 1 year
- Time from index test to reference standard (mean): 6 months
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The study reported five categories to classify the tendon (normal tendon, tendinopathy,
partial thickness tear, full thickness tear, and rotator cuff rupture)
In our analyses we classified the categories ‘normal’ and ‘tendinopathy’ as normal tendon;
and ‘full’ and ‘rupture’ as full thickness tear
No two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given but it was possible to back-calculate
this from the reported summary data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Population was patients with suspected of
having any rotator cuff tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was reported as consecutive
The care setting was not specified
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was arthroscopy
and the target conditions were presence
of normal tendon, tendinopathy, partial
thickness tear, full thickness tear, and rota-
tor cuff rupture
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
No The average interval between reference
standard and index test was 6 months
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
No Not all the patients who received the index
test underwent a reference standard to ver-
ify their true disease status
Of the 276 eligible participants only 41
(15%) received the reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
No The result of the index test influenced the
choice of the reference standard
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Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and the results
of the index tests were interpreted before
the reference standard
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The surgeon knew the US diagnosis prior
to surgery
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Yes Clinical data and plain radiographs were
available at the time of performing the US
examination
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
No The results of 235 (85%) patients were not
reported
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
No Some of the eligible patients who entered
the study did not complete it and these pa-
tients were not accounted for
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Yes The interpreters of index tests were two ra-
diologists specialised in shoulder US
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Wallny 2001
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Participants suffering from shoulder pain with histories and physical
examinations suggestive of rotator cuff lesions
Exclusion criteria: Participants with prior shoulder surgery or previous fracture of the
humeral head
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Tertiary or secondary
Participants Place of study: Bonn, Germany
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 40 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- Two-dimensional (2D) US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 40 participants
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- Tree-dimensional (3D) US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 40 participants
Data available for analyses:
- 2D US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 40 participants
- 3D US and arthroscopy or open surgery: 40 participants
Age: mean 54 years (range 38 to 79 years)
Male/Female: 25/15
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To determine the validity of 3D US in the diagnosis of rotator cuff
lesions
Study design: Prospective, consecutive, accuracy cohort study with fully paired direct
comparison between 3D US and 2D US
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy or open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): 3-D US and 2-D US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 10 MHz electronic linear array in broad bandwidth technology, 192 fine pitch
elements, frequency ranges: resolution: 4.5 to 13 MHz, penetration: 2.5 to 10 MHz
Technique and Patient position: Not reported
The region of interest was defined by 2D US before 3D US could be undertaken
- Criteria for a positive result:
Full thickness tear was defined as: marked thinning, sudden changes of calibre, hyper-
and/or hypoechoic zones and total absence of the cuff
Partial thickness tear was defined as: constituting no more than loss of 1/4 to 1/2 of full
thickness of the intact rotator cuff
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from 2D US and 3D US: in the same examination
- Time from index test to reference standard: Not reported
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes The study reported that the target conditions were presence of any rotator cuff tears, full
thickness tears and partial thickness tears
Only the data for analysing presence of any rotator cuff tears were available
The study reported the data of two different types of US (three-dimensional and two-
dimensional)
Inasmuch as the 2D US examinations are more often used in clinical practice we arbi-
trarily chose 2D US to be included in our analyses
A two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given which tallied with the reported summary
data
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Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Yes Tertiary or secondary care, participants
with suspected of having any rotator cuff
tears
The study was prospective and recruitment
was consecutive
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was arthroscopy or
open surgery and the target conditionswere
presence of full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Unclear The study did not report the time elapsed
between the index tests and reference stan-
dard
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes The indication for surgery was based on the
results of clinical assessment and an MRI
scan but independent of the result of the
index test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and the results
of the index tests were interpreted before
the reference standard
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective
Recruitment was consecutive and results
were reported for all initially included par-
ticipants
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
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Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standards were performed by
a single orthopaedic surgeon
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
Yen 2004
Clinical features and settings Inclusion criteria: Patients with shoulder pain and suspected of rotator cuff tears
Exclusion criteria: Not reported
Duration of symptoms: Not reported
Previous treatments: Not reported
Care setting: Not reported
Participants Place of study: Taiwan, China
Period of study: Not reported
Number of participants eligible: 50 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and open surgery: 50
Data available for analyses:
- US and open surgery: 50
Age: mean 63 years (range 17 to 81 years)
Male/Female: 26/24
Dominant arm: Not reported
Nature of onset: Not reported
Study design Primary objective: To prospectively compare the US and operative findings of rotator
cuff tears
Study design: Prospective accuracy cohort study
Unclear whether consecutive recruitment
Language: English
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
- Description of technique: Not reported
- Criteria for a positive result: Not reported
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
- Description of technique:
Scanner: 7 MHz linear transducer
Technique: Longitudinal, transverse and oblique scans of the tendons were used
Patient position: Probably patient seated with the arm in
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External rotation for scanning the subscapularis tendon
Neutral position for the long head of the biceps tendon
Internal rotation and with the patient’s hand behind the back with extreme internal
rotation for the supraspinatus tendon
Flexion and adduction for infraspinatus and teres minor tendons
- Criteria for a positive result:
Six US signs were used: non-visualisation;
Floating bright spots
Focal depression
Focal thinning
Focal hypoechoic cleft
Focal heterogeneous hypoechogenicity
- Time from symptoms to index test: Not reported
- Time from index test to reference standard: within 1 month
Follow-up Adverse events due to index test(s): Not reported
Adverse events due to reference standard test(s): Not reported
Notes A two-by-two table of the ITs and RS was given which tallied with the reported summary
data
Table of Methodological Quality
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Representative spectrum?
All tests
Unclear Population was patients with suspected of
having any rotator cuff tears
The study was prospective
It was unclear whether consecutive recruit-
ment
Acceptable reference standard?
All tests
Unclear The reference standard was open surgery
and the target condition was presence of
any rotator cuff tears
Acceptable delay between tests?
All tests
Yes The reference standard was performed
within 1 month after the index test
Partial verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients who received the index test
went on to receive verification of their dis-
ease status using a reference standard
Differential verification avoided?
All tests
Yes All patients received the same reference
standard regardless of the result of their in-
dex test
Incorporation avoided?
All tests
Yes The index test did not form part of the
reference standard
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Index test results blinded?
All tests
Yes The index tests were interpreted before and
without knowledge of the reference stan-
dard results
Reference standard results blinded?
All tests
No The results of the index tests were known to
the person interpreting the reference tests
Relevant clinical information?
All tests
Unclear Not reported
Uninterpretable results reported?
All tests
Yes The study was prospective and results were
reported for all initially included partici-
pants
Withdrawals explained?
All tests
Yes No participants were excluded from the
analysis
Learning curve / training reported of index
test?
All tests
Unclear All of the procedures were performed by
one sonologist and the findings were inter-
preted by two or three sonologists in con-
sensus prior to surgery
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard?
All tests
Unclear Insufficient information was given to per-
mit judgement
Index test criteria for a positive test result
reported?
All tests
Yes The study reported the definition of a pos-
itive index test result
<: less than
>: more than
IT: Index test
MHz: Megahertz
RS: Reference standard
T: Tesla
T1-weighted: Short TR and short TE sequences
T2-weighted: Long TR and long TE sequences
TE: Echo time
TR: Repetition time
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Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]
Study Reason for exclusion
Adams 2010 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Al-Shawi 2008 Reference standard not relevant: Arthroscopy or MRI was used as reference standard
Aliabadi 1991 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Aliprandi 2006 Participants not relevant: Participants with suspected of chronic or traumatic rotator cuff tear, congenital
atraumatic or traumatic glenohumeral instability, traumatic rotator cuff tear and glenohumeral instability,
and “frozen shoulder” were enrolled
Allmann 1999 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
Ardic 2006 Reference standard not relevant: MRI was used as reference standard
Auethavekiat 2006 Type of study not relevant: Case report
Awerbuch 2008 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Balich 1997 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Bencardino 2010 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Blanchard 1999a Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Blanchard 1999b Type of study not relevant: Questionnaire study
Blum 1993 Index test not relevant: Arthrographic computed tomography was used as index test
Boisrenoult 1999 Type of study not relevant: Index test was not compared with reference standard(s)
Boorstein 1992 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Brandt 1989 Reference standard not relevant: Arthrography or surgery was used as reference standard
Brasseur 1994 Type of study not relevant: Anatomic description
Brenneke 1992 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Bryant 2002 Type of study not relevant: The purpose of this study was to determine howwell the size of rotator cuff tears
could be estimated noninvasively by ultrasonography and MRI and how well arthroscopy could detect the
size of rotator cuff tears
Burk 1989 Reference standard not relevant: Arthrography or surgery was used as reference standard
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Chang 2002 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Chaubal 2007 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Chen 1996 Target condition not relevant: The aim of the study was to determine the MRI findings that are associated
with full thickness rotator cuff tears
Chiodi 1994 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study was retrospective and reported non-consecutive recruitment
Chiodi 1995 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had rotator cuff tears (100% of preva-
lence)
The study also included patients that were reported in Chiodi 1994
Chiou 1999 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Chucair 2008 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Chun 2010 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Crass 1987 Type of study not relevant: Case report
Crass 1988 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Cullen 2007 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Cusmano 2000 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
D’Erme 1993 Reference standard not relevant: Surgery or arthrography was used as reference standard
Davidson 2005 Target condition not relevant: To determine the MRI criteria for predicting rotator cuff tear pattern and
method of repair
Davis 1991 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
De Muynck 1994 Reference standard not relevant: Arthrography or arthroscopy or open surgery was used as reference
standard
Demouy 1993 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Deutsch 1997 Participants not relevant: Selective population, restricted to subscapularis tendon tear (retrospective, so
selected out patients with the diagnosis)
Dhagat 2002 Type of study not relevant: Index test (US) was not compared with reference standard(s)
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Dinter 2008 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Drakeford 1990 Participants not relevant: Asymptomatic participants were included
El-Dalati 2005 Insufficient data to be included in the meta-analyses
El-Kouba 2010 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Evancho 1988 Reference standard not relevant: Arthroscopy or arthrography as reference standard
Fabis 1999a Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Fabis 1999b Participants not relevant: The aim was to evaluate US images of rotator cuff integrity after surgical repair
Farin 1995 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Farin 1996a Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Farin 1996b Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study was retrospective and reported non-consecutive recruitment
Farley 1992 Target condition not relevant: The aim of the study was to determine the MRI findings that are associated
with full thickness rotator cuff tears
Ferrari 2002 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study reported non-consecutive recruitment
Ferri 2005 Target condition not relevant: The aim of the study is to assess the accuracy of the Crass and modified
Crass positions
Flannigan 1990 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Fotiadou 2008 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Frei 2008 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Fritz 1992 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Furtschegger 1988 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Girard 1995 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Goergen 1996 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
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Goldberg 2003 Reference standard not relevant: Arthrography findings and clinical examination were used as reference
standard
Hedtmann 2002 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Heijne 2004 Type of study not relevant: Editorial letter
Herold 2006 Participants not relevant: A history of trauma was reported in 17 (33%) of 51 patients
Fourteen (27%) of 51 patients had previous shoulder dislocation, and 36 (71%) presented with clinical
signs of impingement
Herzog 1997 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Herzog 1998 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Hodler 1987 Reference standard not relevant: Arthrography was used as reference standard
Hodler 1988 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Hodler 1992 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Hollister 1995 Target condition not relevant: The aim of the study was to determine the association between bursal and
joint effusion (index tests findings) that are associated with rotator cuff tears
Homsi 1989 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Horii 1998 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study was retrospective and reported non-consecutive recruitment
Iannotti 1991 Participants not relevant: Asymptomatic participants were enrolled
Imhoff 1992 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Imhoff 1993 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Imhoff 1996 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Iovane 2001 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study was retrospective and reported non-consecutive recruitment
Iyengar 2010 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
Jacobson 2003 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Jacobson 2004 Target condition not relevant: The aim of the study was to determine which US signs are important for
the diagnosis of a surgically identifiable supraspinatus tendon tear
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Jaovisidha 1999 Type of study not relevant: The time elapsed between the index and reference tests was during a 26-month
follow-up
Jeyam 2008 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Jung 2009 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Jung 2010 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Kaneko 1994 Participants not relevant: A control group without suspected of rotator cuff tears was included
Kautzner 2008 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Kelly 2009 Type of study not relevant: Diagnostic Test Accuracy review
Kerkovsky 2008 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Kluger 2003 Target condition not relevant: The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of MRA and US in
millimetres for both width and retraction of full-thickness rotator cuff tears, and not to detect the tears
Kneeland 1987 Reference standard not relevant: Arthroscopy or arthrography was used as reference standard
Kujat 1986 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
Kurol 1991 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Lawson 1991 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Lee 2002 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Lipman 1992 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Loew 2000 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Lopez 2007 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Low 1998 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Lucas 1991 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Mack 1988 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Magee 2003a Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Magee 2003b Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
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Magee 2006 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Magee 2007 Participants not relevant: Participants with clinical diagnosis of pain or instability or both were enrolled
Magee 2009 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Malvestiti 1997 Reference standard not relevant: Arthroscopy or MRI or arthrography was used as reference standard
Martin 2008 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
Masaoka 1999 Participants not relevant: Participants who underwent index test after surgery were enrolled
Masciocchi 1989 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Meister 2004 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Mendieta-Sevilla 2009 Reference standard not relevant: Surgery or MRI or arthrography or rehabilitation was used as reference
standard
Merl 1996 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Middleton 1993 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Miller 2008 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Montrucchio 1997 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Monu 1994 Participants not relevant: The study included selective participants without rotator cuff tears
Moosmayer 2005 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including symptoms from the long
head of the biceps muscle were enrolled
Moosmayer 2007 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants were
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Morrison 1990 Reference standard not relevant: Arthrography or arthroscopy or open surgery was used as reference
standard
Naqvi 2009 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Narbona 2007 Target condition not relevant: The aim of this study was to detect SLAP lesion in patients with rotator
cuff tears
Needell 1997 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
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Nelson 1991 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Nogueira-Barbosa 2002 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Norregaard 2002 Participants not relevant: Participants with clinical suspicion of labral or rotator cuff lesion were enrolled
Oh 2009 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Oh 2010 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Ostlere 1997 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Ozcakar 2005 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Paavolainen 1994 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Palmer 1993 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Palmer 1994 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Parsa 1997 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Pattee 1988 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Patten 1994 Reference standard not relevant: Arthroscopy, arthrography and non-surgical therapywere used as reference
standard
Peetrons 1986 Type of study not relevant: Index test was not compared with reference standard(s)
Pfirrmann 1999 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Pfirrmann 2004 Participants not relevant: Asymptomatic participants were included
Pigeau 1992 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Poey 1990 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Porcellini 1994 Reference standard not relevant: Surgery or arthrography was used as reference standard
Prendergast 1992 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Quinn 1995 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Rafii 1990 Participants not relevant: Asymptomatic participants were included
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Read 1998 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Recht 1993 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review.
Recht 1994 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review.
Reinus 1995 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain; however, it was unclear if all participants had
suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Roberts 1998 Reference standard not relevant: MRI or arthrography was used as reference standard
Roberts 2001 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including adhesive capsulitis and
osteoarthritis were enrolled
Robertson 1995 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Rouaud 1989 Type of study not relevant: Index test (US) was not compared with reference standard(s)
Rubin 1997 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Rutten 2010a Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Rutten 2010b Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Sahin-Akyar 1998 Participants not relevant: Participants with rotator cuff tear and other disorders were enrolled
Sartoris 1992 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Sasaki 1990 Participants not relevant: Asymptomatic participants were included
Schneider 2003 Insufficient data to be included in the meta-analyses
Schreinemachers 2009 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Schultz 1994 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Seeger 1988 Type of study not relevant: The study did not describe the comparison between the index test and the
reference standard
Sheah 2009 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Shellock 1996 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
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Shellock 2001 Participants not relevant: The authors reported that participants with suspected of ‘shoulder pathology’
were included, probable included participants with suspected of rotator cuff tears and shoulder instability
Shiv 1990 Type of study not relevant: Index test (US) was not compared with reference standard(s)
Singer 1995 Type of study not relevant: Index test was not compared with reference standard(s)
Singson 1996 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Skib 1998 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Soble 1989 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Sonin 1996 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Sonnabend 1997 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Soto Araiza 1998 Reference standard not relevant: Surgery or MRI was used as reference standard
Steinbach 2000 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Strauss 1998 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Suder 1994 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Sunde 2001 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Sunde 2008 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Taboury 1995 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study was retrospective and reported non-consecutive recruitment
Takagishi 1993 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Takagishi 1996 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Teefey 2000 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Teefey 2009 Type of study not relevant: Case report
Theodoropoulos 2010 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Tirman 1994 Participants not relevant: Selective population of five professional throwing athletes were evaluated; and,
these participants had other shoulder complaints, including instability
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Torstensen 1999 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Touzard 1991 Reference standard not relevant: Surgery or arthrography was used as reference standard
Toyoda 2005 Participants not relevant: Selective population that all participants had full thickness tears (100% of
prevalence) and the study was retrospective and reported non-consecutive recruitment
Traughber 1992 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Traughber 1996 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Traughber 2006 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Tuite 1994 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Tuite 1995 Participants not relevant: It was unclear if all participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears;
furthermore, the study reported that part of participants of Tuite 1994 were included
Thus, participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Tuite 1998 Participants not relevant: It was unclear if all participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears;
furthermore, the study reported that part of participants of Tuite 1994 were included
Thus, participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Tuite 2001 Participants not relevant: It was unclear if all participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears;
probable the study included participants with shoulder instability
Turrin 1997 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Vahlensieck 2001 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Van Dyck 2009 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Van Holsbeeck 1995 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Van Moppes 1995 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Vander Maren 1995 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder pain were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Vanecek 2000 Type of study not relevant: Narrative review
Waldt 2007 Participants not relevant: Participants with symptomatic shoulder; however, it was unclear if all participants
were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
Wallny 1999 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
The study described an index to improve the accuracy of diagnosis of chronic rotator cuff tears
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Walz 2007 Target condition not relevant: The aim of this study was a description of delamination tears of the
supraspinatus, subscapularis, infraspinatus or teres minor tendons, as well as for mention of partial or full
thickness tears
Wang 1994 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Weinstabl 1988 Type of study not relevant: Technique report
Wiener 1993 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Wilson 1994 Type of study not relevant: Letter
Wnorowski 1997 Participants not relevant: Participants with shoulder problems were enrolled; however, it was unclear if all
participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears
The study reported that in the majority of the participants the primary diagnosis was unclear after the
clinical evaluation
Wu 2003 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Yagci 2001 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Yamakawa 2001 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Yeh 2003 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Yeu 1994 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Zehetgruber 2002 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Ziegler 2004 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Zlatkin 1989 This was a retrospective study with a possible risk of spectrum and verification bias
Zlatkin 2004 Participants not relevant: Participants with other shoulder complaints, including instability were enrolled
Characteristics of studies awaiting classification [ordered by study ID]
Engebretsen 1994
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 41 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 25 participants
Study design
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Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Norwegian article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Farin 1990
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 301 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 66 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Guo 2000
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 53 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 53 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery or arthroscopy
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Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Chinese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Habermeyer 1984
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 49 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 17 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Hedtmann 1995
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 4172 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 1227 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
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Hedtmann 1995 (Continued)
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Heininger-Biner 2000
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 88 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 88 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Kayser 2005
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 239 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 239 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Kenn 2000
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 40 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 40 participants
- MRI and surgery: 40 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Kumagai 1991
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 30 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 30 participants
- MRA and surgery: 30 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and MRA
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Japanese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Kumagai 1992
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 115 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: unclear
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Japanese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Kumagai 1995
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 94 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 21 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of full thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Japanese article
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Labanauskaite 2002
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 31 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 31 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Lithuanian article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Manych 2007
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 275 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRA and surgery: 197 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRA
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Nagamori 1995
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 45 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 45 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Japanese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Qu 2008
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 57 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 57 participants
- MRA and surgery: 57 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and MRA
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Chinese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Rudolph 2000
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 63 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRA and surgery: 32 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Sakuragi 1989
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: unclear number of participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: unclear number of participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Japanese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Sasaki 1991
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 30 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 15 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Japanese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Schedel 1990
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 30 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: unclear number of participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Schroder 2003
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 80 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 80 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery or shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Sell 1992
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 37 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: unclear number of participants
- US and surgery: unclear number of participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery or shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI and US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Sperner 1993
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 375 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 375 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Vahlensieck 1996
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 25 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRI and surgery: 25 participants
- US and surgery: 25 participants
- MRA and surgery: 25 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRI, US and MRA
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected by titles and abstracts that were reported in English
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Wallny 2000
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 25 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- US and surgery: 25 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Surgery
Unclear whether arthroscopy or open surgery
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): US
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - German article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
Wang 2009
Clinical features and settings
Participants Number of participants eligible: 40 participants
Number of participants enrolled IT and RS:
- MRA and surgery: 40 participants
Study design
Target condition and reference standard(s) Target conditions: Presence of any rotator cuff tears, full thickness tears and partial
thickness tears
Reference standard(s): Shoulder arthroscopy
Index and comparator tests Index test(s): MRA
Follow-up
Notes Awaiting translation - Chinese article
The information was collected from titles and abstracts that were reported in English
IT: index test
RS: reference standard
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging
MRA: magnetic resonance arthrography
US: ultrasound
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D A T A
Presented below are all the data for all of the tests entered into the review.
Tests. Data tables by test
Test
No. of
studies
No. of
participants
1 MRA for detection of any
rotator cuff tears
3 183
2 MRA for detection of full
thickness tears
3 183
3 MRA for detection of partial
thickness tears
4 233
4 MRI for detection of any rotator
cuff tears
6 347
5 MRI for detection of full
thickness tears
7 368
6 MRI for detection of partial
thickness tears
6 347
7 US for detection of partial
thickness tears
8 660
8 US for detection of full thickness
tears
10 729
9 US for detection of any rotator
cuff tears
13 854
11 MRA for detection of any
subscapularis tendon tears
1 58
Test 1. MRA for detection of any rotator cuff tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 1 MRA for detection of any rotator cuff tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Kang 2009 45 1 0 4 1.00 [ 0.92, 1.00 ] 0.80 [ 0.28, 0.99 ]
Mohtadi 2004 26 21 10 1 0.72 [ 0.55, 0.86 ] 0.05 [ 0.00, 0.23 ]
Sipola 2010 62 2 2 9 0.97 [ 0.89, 1.00 ] 0.82 [ 0.48, 0.98 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Test 2. MRA for detection of full thickness tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 2 MRA for detection of full thickness tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Kang 2009 39 1 1 9 0.98 [ 0.87, 1.00 ] 0.90 [ 0.55, 1.00 ]
Mohtadi 2004 10 4 0 44 1.00 [ 0.69, 1.00 ] 0.92 [ 0.80, 0.98 ]
Sipola 2010 50 1 7 17 0.88 [ 0.76, 0.95 ] 0.94 [ 0.73, 1.00 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Test 3. MRA for detection of partial thickness tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 3 MRA for detection of partial thickness tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Kang 2009 4 2 1 43 0.80 [ 0.28, 0.99 ] 0.96 [ 0.85, 0.99 ]
Mohtadi 2004 16 17 10 15 0.62 [ 0.41, 0.80 ] 0.47 [ 0.29, 0.65 ]
Sipola 2010 5 8 2 60 0.71 [ 0.29, 0.96 ] 0.88 [ 0.78, 0.95 ]
Stetson 2005 21 0 6 23 0.78 [ 0.58, 0.91 ] 1.00 [ 0.85, 1.00 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Test 4. MRI for detection of any rotator cuff tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 4 MRI for detection of any rotator cuff tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Della Sala 1996 20 2 0 8 1.00 [ 0.83, 1.00 ] 0.80 [ 0.44, 0.97 ]
Gagey 1993 19 2 0 17 1.00 [ 0.82, 1.00 ] 0.89 [ 0.67, 0.99 ]
Iannotti 2005 75 5 4 15 0.95 [ 0.88, 0.99 ] 0.75 [ 0.51, 0.91 ]
Lambert 2009 45 0 1 2 0.98 [ 0.88, 1.00 ] 1.00 [ 0.16, 1.00 ]
Martin-Hervas 2001 31 7 3 20 0.91 [ 0.76, 0.98 ] 0.74 [ 0.54, 0.89 ]
Teefey 2004 65 2 0 4 1.00 [ 0.94, 1.00 ] 0.67 [ 0.22, 0.96 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Test 5. MRI for detection of full thickness tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 5 MRI for detection of full thickness tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Della Sala 1996 17 0 2 11 0.89 [ 0.67, 0.99 ] 1.00 [ 0.72, 1.00 ]
Gagey 1993 14 1 0 23 1.00 [ 0.77, 1.00 ] 0.96 [ 0.79, 1.00 ]
Iannotti 2005 40 7 2 50 0.95 [ 0.84, 0.99 ] 0.88 [ 0.76, 0.95 ]
Lambert 2009 32 0 1 15 0.97 [ 0.84, 1.00 ] 1.00 [ 0.78, 1.00 ]
Martin-Hervas 2001 21 1 5 34 0.81 [ 0.61, 0.93 ] 0.97 [ 0.85, 1.00 ]
Swen 1999 10 1 3 7 0.77 [ 0.46, 0.95 ] 0.88 [ 0.47, 1.00 ]
Teefey 2004 46 8 0 17 1.00 [ 0.92, 1.00 ] 0.68 [ 0.46, 0.85 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Test 6. MRI for detection of partial thickness tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 6 MRI for detection of partial thickness tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Della Sala 1996 1 4 0 25 1.00 [ 0.03, 1.00 ] 0.86 [ 0.68, 0.96 ]
Gagey 1993 5 1 0 32 1.00 [ 0.48, 1.00 ] 0.97 [ 0.84, 1.00 ]
Iannotti 2005 27 6 10 56 0.73 [ 0.56, 0.86 ] 0.90 [ 0.80, 0.96 ]
Lambert 2009 12 1 1 34 0.92 [ 0.64, 1.00 ] 0.97 [ 0.85, 1.00 ]
Martin-Hervas 2001 4 13 4 40 0.50 [ 0.16, 0.84 ] 0.75 [ 0.62, 0.86 ]
Teefey 2004 12 1 7 51 0.63 [ 0.38, 0.84 ] 0.98 [ 0.90, 1.00 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Test 7. US for detection of partial thickness tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 7 US for detection of partial thickness tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
De Candia 2002 9 0 3 59 0.75 [ 0.43, 0.95 ] 1.00 [ 0.94, 1.00 ]
Iannotti 2005 26 7 11 55 0.70 [ 0.53, 0.84 ] 0.89 [ 0.78, 0.95 ]
Kang 2009 2 5 3 40 0.40 [ 0.05, 0.85 ] 0.89 [ 0.76, 0.96 ]
Martin-Hervas 2001 1 17 7 36 0.13 [ 0.00, 0.53 ] 0.68 [ 0.54, 0.80 ]
Milosavljevic 2005 17 2 13 158 0.57 [ 0.37, 0.75 ] 0.99 [ 0.96, 1.00 ]
Sipola 2010 1 9 7 60 0.13 [ 0.00, 0.53 ] 0.87 [ 0.77, 0.94 ]
Teefey 2004 13 2 6 50 0.68 [ 0.43, 0.87 ] 0.96 [ 0.87, 1.00 ]
Venu 2002 2 5 0 34 1.00 [ 0.16, 1.00 ] 0.87 [ 0.73, 0.96 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Test 8. US for detection of full thickness tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 8 US for detection of full thickness tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
De Candia 2002 32 0 1 38 0.97 [ 0.84, 1.00 ] 1.00 [ 0.91, 1.00 ]
Iannotti 2005 37 10 5 47 0.88 [ 0.74, 0.96 ] 0.82 [ 0.70, 0.91 ]
Kang 2009 35 1 5 9 0.88 [ 0.73, 0.96 ] 0.90 [ 0.55, 1.00 ]
Martin-Hervas 2001 15 0 11 35 0.58 [ 0.37, 0.77 ] 1.00 [ 0.90, 1.00 ]
Milosavljevic 2005 94 9 0 87 1.00 [ 0.96, 1.00 ] 0.91 [ 0.83, 0.96 ]
Sipola 2010 48 9 10 10 0.83 [ 0.71, 0.91 ] 0.53 [ 0.29, 0.76 ]
Swen 1998 19 3 3 23 0.86 [ 0.65, 0.97 ] 0.88 [ 0.70, 0.98 ]
Swen 1999 12 1 1 7 0.92 [ 0.64, 1.00 ] 0.88 [ 0.47, 1.00 ]
Teefey 2004 45 5 1 20 0.98 [ 0.88, 1.00 ] 0.80 [ 0.59, 0.93 ]
Venu 2002 10 0 2 29 0.83 [ 0.52, 0.98 ] 1.00 [ 0.88, 1.00 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Test 9. US for detection of any rotator cuff tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 9 US for detection of any rotator cuff tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
De Candia 2002 41 0 4 26 0.91 [ 0.79, 0.98 ] 1.00 [ 0.87, 1.00 ]
Iannotti 2005 76 4 3 16 0.96 [ 0.89, 0.99 ] 0.80 [ 0.56, 0.94 ]
Kang 2009 43 0 2 5 0.96 [ 0.85, 0.99 ] 1.00 [ 0.48, 1.00 ]
Martin-Hervas 2001 24 9 10 18 0.71 [ 0.53, 0.85 ] 0.67 [ 0.46, 0.83 ]
Milosavljevic 2005 118 4 6 62 0.95 [ 0.90, 0.98 ] 0.94 [ 0.85, 0.98 ]
Misamore 1991 9 2 18 3 0.33 [ 0.17, 0.54 ] 0.60 [ 0.15, 0.95 ]
Nicoletti 1994 35 1 8 4 0.81 [ 0.67, 0.92 ] 0.80 [ 0.28, 0.99 ]
Sipola 2010 61 6 5 5 0.92 [ 0.83, 0.97 ] 0.45 [ 0.17, 0.77 ]
Taboury 1992 20 0 1 3 0.95 [ 0.76, 1.00 ] 1.00 [ 0.29, 1.00 ]
Teefey 2004 63 2 2 4 0.97 [ 0.89, 1.00 ] 0.67 [ 0.22, 0.96 ]
Venu 2002 14 3 0 24 1.00 [ 0.77, 1.00 ] 0.89 [ 0.71, 0.98 ]
Wallny 2001 17 3 6 14 0.74 [ 0.52, 0.90 ] 0.82 [ 0.57, 0.96 ]
Yen 2004 38 1 2 9 0.95 [ 0.83, 0.99 ] 0.90 [ 0.55, 1.00 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Test 11. MRA for detection of any subscapularis tendon tears.
Review: Magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance arthrography and ultrasonography for assessing rotator cuff tears in people with shoulder pain for whom
surgery is being considered
Test: 11 MRA for detection of any subscapularis tendon tears
Study TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Mohtadi 2004 15 11 4 28 0.79 [ 0.54, 0.94 ] 0.72 [ 0.55, 0.85 ]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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A D D I T I O N A L T A B L E S
Table 1. Comparison of MRI, US and MRA for detection of any rotator cuff tears (partial or full thickness) using all studies
(indirect comparison)
Index test Studies Shoulders Cases Summary sen-
sitivity (95%
CI)
Summary
specificity
(95% CI)
LR+ LR- Test1
Any rotator cuff tears
MRI 6 347 263 98 (92, 99) 79 (68, 87) 5 (2, 10) 0.03 (0.01, 0.11) P = 0.13
US 13 854 626 91 (83, 95) 85 (74, 92) 6 (3, 12) 0.11 (0.05, 0.22)
Full thickness tears
MRI 7 368 193 94 (85, 98) 93 (83, 97) 13 (6, 29) 0.06 (0.02, 0.16) P = 0.7
MRA 3 183 107 94 (80, 98) 92 (83, 97) 12 (5, 30) 0.06 (0.02, 0.23)
US 10 729 386 92 (82, 96) 93 (81, 97) 12 (5, 34) 0.09 (0.04, 0.20)
Partial tears
MRI 6 347 83 74 (59, 85) 93 (84, 97) 10 (4, 26) 0.28 (0.17, 0.48) P = 1.00
US 8 660 121 52 (33, 70) 93 (85, 97) 8 (3, 19) 0.52 (0.33, 0.80)
1 Likelihood ratio test for evidence of a difference in sensitivity and/or specificity between the tests.
LR+ = positive likelihood ratio; LR- = negative likelihood ratio
Table 2. Comparison of MRI and US for detection of rotator cuff tears (any, partial or full thickness) limited to studies in
which all participants received both MRI and US (direct comparison)
Study Cases Non-cases MRI US Difference in
sensitivity
(95% CI)
Difference in
specificity
(95% CI)Sensitivity
(95% CI)
Specificity
(95% CI)
Sensitivity
(95% CI)
Specificity
(95% CI)
Any rotator cuff tears
Iannotti
2005
79 20 95 (88, 99) 75 (51, 91) 96 (89, 99) 80 (56, 94) -1 (-8, 5) -5 (-31, 21)
Martin-
Hervas 2001
34 27 91 (76, 98) 74 (54, 89) 71 (53, 85) 67 (46, 83) 21 (3, 39) 7 (-17, 32)
Teefey 2004 65 6 100 (94, 100) 67 (22, 96) 97 (89, 100) 67 (22, 96) 3 (-1, 7) 0 (-53, 53)
Full thickness tears
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Table 2. Comparison of MRI and US for detection of rotator cuff tears (any, partial or full thickness) limited to studies in
which all participants received both MRI and US (direct comparison) (Continued)
Iannotti
2005
42 57 95 (84, 99) 88 (76, 95) 88 (74, 96) 82 (70, 91) 7 (-5, 19) 5 (-8, 18)
Martin-
Hervas 2001
26 35 81 (61, 93) 97 (85, 100) 58 (37, 77) 100 (90, 100) 23 (-1, 47) -3 (-8, 3)
Swen 1999 13 8 77 (46, 95) 88 (47, 100) 92 (64, 100) 88 (47, 100) -15 (-42, 12) 0 (-32, 32)
Teefey 2004 46 25 100 (92, 100) 68 (46, 85) 98 (88, 100) 80 (59, 93) 2 (-2, 6) -12 (-36, 12)
Partial thickness tears
Iannotti
2005
37 62 73 (56, 86) 90 (80, 96) 70 (53, 84) 89 (78, 95) 3 (-18, 23) 2 (-9, 12)
Martin-
Hervas 2001
8 53 50 (16, 84) 75 (62, 86) 13 (0, 53) 68 (54, 80) 38 (-4, 79) 8 (-10, 25)
Teefey 2004 19 52 63 (38, 84) 98 (90, 100) 68 (43, 87) 96 (87, 100) -5 (-35, 25) 2 (-4, 8)
Table 3. Comparison of MRA and US for detection of rotator cuff tears (any, partial or full thickness) limited to studies in
which all patients received both MRI and US (direct comparison)
Study Cases Non-cases MRA US1 Difference in
sensitivity
(95% CI)
Difference in
specificity
(95% CI)Sensitivity
(95% CI)
Specificity
(95% CI)
Sensitivity
(95% CI)
Specificity
(95% CI)
Any rotator cuff tears
Kang 2009 45 5 100 (92, 100) 80 (28, 99) 96 (85, 99) 100 (48, 100) 4 (-2, 10) -20 (-55, 15)
Sipola 2010
2
64 11 97 (89, 100) 82 (48, 98) 92 (83, 97) 45 (17, 77) 4 (-3, 12) 36 (-0.9, 74)
Full thickness tears
Kang 2009 40 10 97 (87, 100) 90 (55, 100) 88 (73, 96) 90 (55, 100) 10 (-1, 21) 0 (-26, 26)
Sipola 2010
3
57 18 88 (76, 95) 94 (73, 100) 83 (71, 91) 53 (29, 76) 5 (-8, 18) 42 (17, 67)
Partial thickness tears
Kang 2009 5 45 80 (28, 99) 96 (85, 99) 40 (5, 85) 89 (76, 96) 40 (-15, 95) 7 (-4, 18)
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Table 3. Comparison of MRA and US for detection of rotator cuff tears (any, partial or full thickness) limited to studies in
which all patients received both MRI and US (direct comparison) (Continued)
Sipola 2010
4
7 68 71 (29, 96) 88 (78, 95) 13 (0, 53) 87 (77, 94) 59 (18, 99) 1 (-10, 12)
1 For the three target conditions, there were 2 additional shoulders for US
2 66 cases for detection of any rotator cuff tears using US
3 8 cases and 69 non-cases for detection of full thickness tears using US
4 58 cases and 19 non-cases for detection of partial thickness tears using US
A P P E N D I C E S
Appendix 1. Search strategies
MEDLINE (PubMed)
((Ultrasonography [mh] OR ultrasound [tw] OR ultrasonograph* [tw] OR sonograp*[tw] OR us [sh]) OR (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging [mh] OR MR imag*[tw] OR magnetic resonance imag* [tw] OR MRI [tw])) AND (Rotator Cuff [mh] OR rotator cuff*
[tw] OR musculotendinous cuff* [tw] OR subscapularis [tw] OR supraspinatus [tw] OR infraspinatus OR teres minor [tw]) AND
(Rupture [mh:noexp] OR tear* [tw] OR torn [tw] OR thickness [tw] OR lesion* [tw] OR ruptur* [tw] OR injur* [tw])
Total references = 1551
EMBASE (Elsevier)
1 ’echography’/de AND [embase]/lim (124208)
2 ultrasound:ab,ti OR ultrasonograph*:ab,ti OR sonograp*:ab,ti AND [embase]/lim (192495)
3 #1 OR #2 (242499)
4 ’nuclear magnetic resonance imaging’/de AND [embase]/lim (277184)
5 ((’magnetic resonance’ OR mr) NEAR/3 imag*):ab,ti AND [embase]/lim (130882)
6 mri:ab,ti AND [embase]/lim (108797)
7 #4 OR #5 OR #6 (311974)
8 ’rotator cuff injury’/de OR ’rotator cuff rupture’/de AND [embase]/lim (3561)
9 ’rotator cuff ’/de AND [embase]/lim (1850)
10 ’rotator cuff ’:ab,ti OR ’musculotendinous cuff ’:ab,ti OR subscapularis:ab,ti OR supraspinatus:ab,ti OR infraspinatus:ab,ti OR ’teres
minor’:ab,ti AND [embase]/lim (5679)
11 #9 OR #10 (6120)
12 ’rupture’/de AND [embase]/lim (3798)
13 tear*:ab,ti OR torn:ab,ti OR thickness:ab,ti OR lesion*:ab,ti OR ruptur*:ab,ti OR injur*:ab,ti AND [embase]/lim (1001852)
14 #12 OR #13 (1002130)
15 #11 AND #14 (3615)
16 #8 OR #15 (4908)
17 #3 OR #7 (526691)
18 #16 AND #17 (1572)
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LILACS (Bireme)
(Mh Ultrasonography OR Tw ultrasound OR Tw ultrasonograph$ OR Tw Sonograp$) OR (Mh Magnetic Resonance Imaging OR
(Tw magnetic AND Tw resonance AND Tw imag$) OR Tw MRI) [Words] and Mh Rotator Cuff OR (Tw rotator AND Tw cuff )
OR (Tw musculotendinous AND Tw cuff ) OR Tw subscapularis OR Tw supraspinatus OR Tw infraspinatus OR (Tw teres AND Tw
minor) [Words] and Mh Rupture OR Tw tear$ OR Tw torn OR Tw thickness OR Tw lesion$ ORTw rupture$ OR Tw injur$ [Words]
Total references = 30
Appendix 2. Assessment of methodological quality: QUADAS and additional items
Item definition Item question Assessment
Representative spectrum 1. Was the spectrum of patients represen-
tative of the patients who will receive the
test in practice?
Yes: (a) the settingwas secondary or tertiary
care AND (b) the population was patients
with shoulder pain suspected of a rotator
cuff tear for whom surgery is being con-
sidered AND (c) the study was prospective
AND (d) recruitment was consecutive
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given on the setting, selection criteria, or
selection procedure to make a judgment
No: (a) the setting was primary care OR (b)
the population was unselected but defined
by shoulder pain OR (c) the study was not
prospective OR (d) recruitment was not
consecutive
Acceptable reference standard 2. Is the reference standard likely to classify
the target condition correctly?
Yes:
if the reference standard was arthroscopy
or a combination of arthroscopy and open
surgery (including mini-open)
Unclear: if the target condition was partial
thickness rotator cuff tears and the refer-
ence standard was open surgery (including
mini-open)
No: not applicable
Acceptable delay between tests 3. Is the time period between reference
standard and index test short enough to be
reasonably sure that the target condition
did not change between the two tests?
Yes: if the average interval between ref-
erence standard and index test was one
month or less
Unclear: if the interval between tests was
not clearly reported
No: if the average interval between refer-
ence standard and index test was longer
than one month
Partial verification avoided 4. Did the whole sample or a random se-
lection of the sample, receive verification
using the intended reference standard?
Yes: If all patients who received the in-
dex test went on to receive verification of
their disease status using a reference stan-
dard (Score ’Yes’ even if different reference
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(Continued)
tests were used)
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given on relation of index test and reference
standard
No: if not all the patients who received the
index test underwent a reference standard
to verify their true disease status
Differential verification bias 5. Did patients receive the same reference
standard irrespective of the index test re-
sult?
Yes: if all patients received the same ref-
erence standard, regardless of the result of
their index test
Unclear: If it is unclear whether different
reference standards were used
No: if the result of the index test influenced
the choice of the reference standard
Incorporation bias 6. Was the reference standard independent
of the index test (i.e. the index test did not
form part of the reference standard)?
Should be considered ’Yes’ for all studies
because the index test is not part of the
reference standard
Index test results blinded 7. Were the index test results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the ref-
erence standard?
Yes: if the personundertaking the index test
was blinded to the results of the standard
reference
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given on independent or blind assessment
of the index test
No: if the results of the reference tests were
known to the person undertaking the index
tests
Reference standard results blinded 8. Were the reference standard results in-
terpreted without knowledge of the results
of the index test?
Yes: if the reference standard results were
performed blind to the results of the index
test
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given on independent or blind assessment
of the reference standard
No: if the results of the index tests were
known to the person interpreting the refer-
ence tests
Relevant clinical information 9. Were the same clinical data available
when test results were interpreted as would
be available when the test is used in prac-
tice?
Yes: if clinical datawouldnormally be avail-
able when the test is interpreted in practice
and similar data were available when inter-
preting the index test in the study
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given to explain which clinical information
was available at the time of assessment
No: if clinical data were not available when
index test(s) was(were) interpreted
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(Continued)
Uninterpretable results reported 10.Were uninterpretable/ intermediate test
results reported?
Yes: If the number of uninterpretable test
results is stated, or if the number of re-
sults reported agrees with the number of
patients recruited (indicating no uninter-
pretable test results)
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given to permit judgement
No: If it states that uninterpretable test re-
sults occurred or were excluded and does
not report how many
Withdrawals explained 11. Were withdrawals from the study ex-
plained?
Yes: if the number and reasons of all with-
drawals from the studywere explained (ide-
ally by a flow chart) or if no participants
were excluded from the analysis
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given on the withdrawals
No: if not all withdrawals were explained
Learning curve / training reported of index
test
12. Had index test operators had appropri-
ate training or experience in musculoskele-
tal diseases?
Yes: (a) if the index test(s) executors were
radiologists or shoulder surgeons AND (b)
if the tests interpreters had experience in
diagnostic of musculoskeletal diseases
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given to permit judgement
No: (a) if the index test(s) executors were
not radiologists or shoulder surgeons OR
(b) if the tests interpreters had no experi-
ence in diagnostic of musculoskeletal dis-
eases
Learning curve / training reported of refer-
ence standard
13. Had reference standard test operators
had appropriate training or experience in
shoulder surgery?
Yes: (a) if the reference standard(s) execu-
tors were shoulder surgeons AND (b) if the
results interpreters had experience in shoul-
der diseases
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given to permit judgement
No: (a) if the reference standard(s) execu-
tors were not shoulder surgeons OR (b) if
the results interpreters had no experience
in shoulder diseases
Index test / criteria for a positive result 14. Index test criteria for a positive result
reported??
Yes: (a) if the study provides a clear defini-
tion of a positive test result
Unclear: if insufficient information was
given to permit judgement
No: if no definition is given of a positive
test result
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Appendix 3. Additional figures
Summary ROC plot of within study comparisons of MRI and US for detection of any rotator cuff tears (Figure 12)
Figure 12. Paired comparison of MRI and US for detection of any rotator cuff tears. Connectling lines link
study estimates of sensitivity and specificity for both tests in each study
Summary ROC plot of within study comparisons of MRI and US for detection of full thickness rotator cuff tears (Figure 13)
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Figure 13. Paired comparison of MRI and US for detection of full thickness rotator cuff tears. Connectling
lines link study estimates of sensitivity and specificity for both tests in each study
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Summary ROC plot of within study comparisons of MRI and US for detection of partial thickness rotator cuff tears (Figure 14)
Figure 14. Paired comparison of MRI and US for detection of partial thickness rotator cuff tears.
Connectling lines link study estimates of sensitivity and specificity for both tests in each study
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Appendix 4. Sensitivity analyses for US studies for detection of rotator cuff tears (any, partial or full
thickness)
Studies Shoulders Cases Summary sensi-
tivity (95% CI)
Summary speci-
ficity (95% CI)
LR+ LR-
Any rotator cuff tears
All studies 13 854 626 91 (83, 95) 85 (74, 92) 6 (3, 12) 0.11 (0.05, 0.22)
Acceptable
reference stan-
dard
5 400 291 94 (88, 97) 91 (82, 95) 10 (5, 22) 0.06 (0.03, 0.14)
Index test re-
sults blinded
9 468 348 91 (78, 97) 81 (70, 88) 5 (2, 10) 0.11 (0.04, 0.31)
Full thickness tears
All studies 10 729 386 92 (82, 96) 93 (81, 97) 12 (5, 34) 0.09 (0.04, 0.20)
Acceptable
reference stan-
dard
6 421 227 95 (86, 98) 91 (85, 95) 11 (6, 20) 0.06 (0.02, 0.16)
Index test re-
sults blinded
7 391 201 87 (76, 93) 92 (81, 97) 11 (5, 26) 0.14 (0.08, 0.26)
Partial tears
All studies 8 660 121 52 (33, 70) 93 (85, 97) 8 (3, 19) 0.52 (0.33, 0.80)
Acceptable
reference stan-
dard
4 352 56 62 (45, 77) 95 (87, 98) 12 (5, 31) 0.40 (0.26, 0.61)
Index test re-
sults blinded
5 322 71 56 (32, 77) 87 (78, 93) 4 (2, 9) 0.51 (0.28, 0.93)
Footnotes
Sensitivity analyses performed by excluding studies that scored ’Unclear’ or ’No’ for each of the two QUADAS criteria listed in the
table.
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D I F F E R E N C E S B E TW E E N P R O T O C O L A N D R E V I E W
1. We only included studies of participants suspected of having rotator cuff tears. Studies that reported results of people who had
been previously diagnosed with, or suspected of having, other specific shoulder diagnoses were excluded. If it was unclear whether or
not all participants were suspected of having rotator cuff tears, we also excluded these studies
2. Inasmuch as there is no set time point beyond which it is known that rotator cuff tears progress, we accepted studies in which
the time between the index test and the reference standard test was up to a year (rather than six months as specified in the protocol).
3. We included the MEDION database in our search strategy.
4. We restricted our analyses to prospective studies and excluded retrospective studies because of the high risk of spectrum and
verification biases in these studies.
5. We made an amendment in the assessment of methodological quality - item seven (index test results blinded). We removed “if
the study was retrospective” as a reason to say No because we included only prospective studies.
6. We made an amendment in the assessment of methodological quality - item eight (reference standard results blinded). We
excluded “if the study was retrospective” as a reason to say No because it was covered by the first part of the sentence.
7. We included in the assessment of methodological quality table an additional generic quality item assessing whether or not the
criteria for a positive index test result was reported.
8. We used the bivariate model for meta-analysis instead of the hierarchical summary ROC (HSROC) model. Given the available
information, we assumed a common threshold was applicable but with heterogeneity around this common threshold due to variation
in interpretation in practice. Therefore we consider the bivariate model and the estimation of summary points (with 95% confidence
regions) appropriate for summarising the results of the review.
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9. We conducted sensitivity analyses to examine the effect of unit of analysis.
I N D E X T E R M S
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
∗Arthroscopy; ∗Magnetic Resonance Imaging; ∗Ultrasonography; Arthrography [∗methods]; Prospective Studies; Rotator Cuff
[∗injuries; surgery]; Shoulder Pain [∗etiology; surgery]
MeSH check words
Humans
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